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Down from tbe tree eprang 11 Corm, alighting
bebind tbe young girl on Captain Heald'11
charger, hurling that officer to the ground .
The same voice continued : "Now for the
Fr1>ncb camp, then death to rascals!"
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OR, THE DASHING YOUNG ·scouT OF THE IRISH BRIGADE
B/' ALLAN ARNOLD
CHAPTER !.-The Dashinl? Younl? Scout
Flanders was for a lonl? time the principal
battle-l?"l"ound of the great armies of Europe. as
it may become again at no very distant dav.
About the middle of the last century war was
declared between the French on one side and the
English and Dutch on tb.e oth~r. and large armies
were soon put in motion toward the old seat of
war. Kini? Louis of France roached into Flanders
at the head of nearly eiJ?hty thousand men. the
celebrated Marshal Saxe beinl? the. actual commander of the host. The French commenced by
laying siel?e to Toumay, a verv strongly-fortified place situated on the banks of the River
Scheid. While they were thus enJ.!'aged the Duke
of Cumberland, the l!"reatest Enl!"lish l!"eneral of
· the time. landed a large army at the mouth of
the river, where they were joined by a Dutch
contini?ent, and the united forces marched to relieve Tournay by defeatinl!" the French army in
the open field. Marshal Saxe knew that be had
a b1·ave and skillful l!"eneral to contend· with. and
~he army was composed of veterans who
t lhau been traineu to war in the battle-fields of
Europe, yet he did not hesitate to engage in a
struggle which was destined to be as important
in history a s that of Waterloo itself. although
En1?lish writers are not inclined to dwell on the
subject. Leaving abo ut twenty_-five thousand of
his men to continue the siel?e of Tournay Marshal
Saxe put . his army in motion and ma·neuvered
to intercept his powerful foe. Amonl? those who
thus marched out to encounter the English army
was the famous Irish Bri1?ade. which was composed of men who were banished from their own
country by the oppressive laws of the En1?lish
invader. Great was the joy in the Irish camp
that nil!"ht when it was announced that the brigade was to march forth to meet their En1?lish foe
The first person who brou1?ht inonce more.
telliJ.?ence of the English armv was a dashinl?
younl? scout named Fontenoy Farrell, connected
with the Irish Brigade. Having lived in his native villal?e until he, .oioined the Brigade, two years
before, the younJ? scout was thQJoughly acQuainted with the country around, and he had already
distinguished himself by bold acts during the
early part of the campaign. When the lad was
visit to
about thirteen years of al?e he . paid
~aris with his father and mother. Captain Far-

a

rell was a J?reat dreamer and a firm believer m
his own predictions. On a certain morninl? on
appearing at breakfast with his wife and son he
said to the good lady:
"My dear, I had strange dreams last night. and
I know that somethinl? very important is J?oilig
to happen soon."
Beinl? encoura1?ed to relate his dreams, the old
soldier said to them:
"I dreamt that war broke out again, and that
our bri1?ade was ordered to battle. Then I
thou1?~t that we were drawn up on the side of a
hill overlookinl? a vUlag-e, which I recognized
very readily. That village was· Fontenoy, where
you became my wife, and where our son here was
born and re11-red. Then I heard the sounds of
battle, and we were ordered to get ready for the
charge. At that moment a cannon-ball came alonl?
and struck me on the head. Then I knew no
more till I woke up."
Both mother and son listened attentively, and
when the old captain had concluded the lady said:
Certainly, dear husband, but I hope that your
dream will never come tru as I would not · like
to see the dear old home a prey to war, and I
have no desire at all to become a widow."
The g-rim pld soldier gave a sil!"h, and shook
his head as he responded:
"Soldiers must fight and die, my dear, and villa1?es will be destroyed in war. Mark my words
for it, Fontenoy will become famous in history,
and for that reason I request you to call our
boy here after his · native village hereafter."
The l?OOd woman · smiled a1?ain at the strange
reQuest, while the lad himself said:
"I never liked the name of Fritz, and I do
like our old home. Do call me Fontenoy FaITell
hereafter, mother, and I'll be a soldier like my
father and take part in the great battle he predicts."
In less than a week after the prediction war
broke. i>ut with Austria, and Captain Faqell
marched away with the Irish brigade. The brave
old \Veteran was killed by a cannon-ball in the
first enj?agement. just as he had predicted, ancj
his widow retired to her native village with her
son. About four years after, and when Fontenoy
Farrell was a strapping lad of seventeen, he
joined the famous . brigade in which his father
had served and returned .to France with it. Just
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two years after his enlistment in the Irish brig- camp if so ordered, general.'' answered younl!'
ade he marched into F1anders again, to take part Farrell in firm but modest tones.
in the siege of Tournay, and in the memorable
In less than an hour after Fontenoy Farrell
battle that was to follow. Fontenoy Farrell soon was riding toward his native village disguised as
became a general favorite with the Irish lads of a peasant and mounted on a stronlZ' Flemish
the brigade. Though born in F1anders and hav- horse. On reaching the village in a downpour of
inl!' a F1emish mother, the dashing; handsome rain, he found the inhabitants very much excited
youth could sing an Irish song and dance a jig and his own mother's cottag-e In flames. AlthoulZ'h
as well as any of them. Before the French army very indignant and excited, the young scout did
moved out of the trenches before Tournay, the not betray himself, even when informed that his
scouts were sent abroad to discover "the where- mother and her youn2' cousin had been borne
abouts and the strenl?'th of the English army, Jlway a s vrisoners b y a party of Dutch troopers
if possible. Fontenoy Farrell wa,s a s~out and he commanded by Captain Frank .Held, who was
was the first to strike on the enemy at a point also related to Mrs. Farrell. The excuse IZ'iven
some thirty miles beyond hi ~ oWn native village, for the outrage by the younlZ' Dutch officer was
and he then rode back with all speed to inform that Fontenoy Farrell was a scout in the service·
his colonel of the fact. On returning throu11:h the of F:t;j.nce, and that his mother had a lso been
village the young man stopped for a few mo- giving information to the enemy. BurninlZ' with
ments at his mother's house, where he was also indignation, but still suppressin11: his ral!'e in the
attracted by a young gfrl who was slightly re- presence of those who may recognize him, Fontelated and who was making her home there at the noy Farrell rode away out of the village, muttertime. During that interview his father's predic- ing to himself:
tion was recalled again, the young scout sayin11::
"I know the 11:ame that hound Frank Held is
"I am certain, mother, that a great battle will . playing, but I will baffle him if I have to strike
be fought · around here · soon, and I beg of you to him dead in the midst of his own men."
hasten to our camp at the first approach of the
The young scout pressed on over an hour,
enemy, providing that we do not advance beyond when he was apnroaching a small village in.
here to give them battle."
which he perceived lights moving around.
The timid woman promised to obey her son's
"Maybe it is Frank Reid's party, and I will
advice and she at once commenced to make prep- leave my horse here and steal around to the
arations for the journey. On reachinll:' the French tavern on foot."
camp and making his report the young- man was
As Fontenoy Farrell was thoroughly acquaintadvised to take ·Some .hours rest, as it would be ed with the loc~litv he had little or no difficulty
necessary for "him to start out before very long in skirting the village, even on that dark and
all:'ain. Instead of retirinll' to r'est, however, stormy niv-ht, and when he did apnroach the
young Farrell conversed with some of his :voung tavern by the back wa y his surmises were vericompanions. to whom he related his father's pre- . fied. Captain Held and some fifty troopers ocdiction for the first time. That prediction soon cupied the tavern and the outhouses, and they
flew throull'h the Irish camp, and thousands had pickets on the roa<l leadinS? to Fontenoy.
learned for. the first time that such a nlace a s
Fontenoy appeared on the man of Flanders. It
was fully nine o'clock that night when Fontenoy
Farrell was led to the tent of the commander CHAPTER II.-The Youn11: Scout In a Quandary.
general by his colonel. They found the great
soldier reclining o a sofa ·with a small map
Keeping in the background for the time, ; nd
before him, and it really anpeared to the active having
his eyes and ears oven, the younS? scout
young man as if the old warrior would soon fight soon learned
two important facts from the troovhis last battle, so ill did he seem. After learning
who were refreshin11: their horses. The first
who the younll man was from Colonel Dillon, ers
voint he learned was that ·Captain Hel<l had been
Saxe pointed to a spot on the ma11. saying:
sent forward by the EnS?lish general to a scertain
"I understand that you were born at that vil- if Fontenoy a nd the brid ge near it leadin.eover
lage, sir."
the Scheid was still occupied by the French
"I was, general."
troops.. He also learned that the French and
"Then you can 11:ive me correct information Dutch armies were vushing on as fa st a s possible
regard in I!: the country about there?"
in the hope of surprisinS? Marshal Saxe before
"I can, _l?"eneral."
Tournay. The youn11: scout now discovered that
After receiving the information required a s to the Duke of Cumberland was vushing his army
the locality, the French general continued :
on with all sveed, tha t his object was to seize
"I understand that you are the messenger that Fontenoy and the bridge a s soon a s possible, and
brought us information of the enemy this eve- to surprise the French army. He knew that
ning?"
Captain Held was a heartless vounl!' adventurer,
that he was workinS? to secure · the hand of the
"'I had that honor, f'eneraf"
The general then made certain inquiries as to young girl in marriage, and that he would not
the distance of the enemy when verceived by the hesitate in denouncin11: Mrs. Farrell a s a SDY and
young man, and on receiving the vroner answers having her put to death.
Was it possible for the young scout to rescue
he asked:
"If you were to receive instructions would you his friends by some strata11:em and bear them
venture close to the enemy and make notes as to back to the French camp? From words drovped
their movements, strength, and the evident inten- by Marshal Saxe at their interview young Fontenoy Farrell understood that his native village
tions of their general ? "
"I will venture into the very center of their was looked ·upon as a very imnortant position.
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and the actions of the enemy in tryinf? to push
:forward and seize it verified his surmises.
After studying- the whole affair over without
bein.ir perceived by the • troopers · around the
stable, Fontenoy Farrell made up his mind as
to his course of action. AlthouS?h Captain Fraf\k
Held had been an old schoolmate of his, it was
two years since they had met, and that two
years of service in the French>army had altered
younf? Farrell's appearance very much. Besides
beinf? well disS?uised on that stormy niS?ht, the
younf? scout of the Irish BriS?ade was covered
with mud from head to foot after his hasty journey through the drenching rain, and he felt quite
safe in venturinf? into the tavern in the character
of a belated countryman seekinf? refreshment.
Before enterinf?, however, he cast his eye alonf?
the road leading- to Fontenoy, when he perceived
that about a dozen of the mounted troopers were
drawn up there, as if to intercept any stray
travelers movinf? toward the ·French lines. One
S?lance around the public room of the tavern
caused the young- scout to utter a mental exclamation of surprise. At the larS?e public table sat
his mother and her young- cousin, Emma Held, in
the act of partakjng- of some refreshments. while
placed between them appeared Captain Held. It
was well for Fontenoy Farrell that he had splendid control of himself at the time, as he was
fairly dazed at the scene thus presented to him.
Putting- on a.11 the roug-h ways of a country boor,
however, the young scout took a seat at the end
of the table and called for some bread and beer.
Without pretending- to notice them much, he. kept
a strict watch on the three persons at the other
end of the table, and he was still more amazed on
finding that his mother al)peared to be perfectly
hapny in the company of her cousin. Mrs. Farrell was still a handsome buxom woman some
few years under forty as she was only a young
j!;irl when she married the g-allant Irish officer,
who was then past the prime of life. Captain
Frank Held was a handsome, tall young- man of
twenty-two, and he was very popular with frivolous young- ladies. Emma Held was a handsome,
sensible g-irl of seventeen. She was the sole
he'iress to a considerable fortune, and Mrs. Farrell was her g-uardian. As the young- scout lis~ned, it became very apparent to him that his
mother was not aware that her home had been
burned, that she reS?arded Captain Held as her
best friend, and that Emma shared in the same
belief. While the young- scout was PU'zzlinf? his
brain as to how he should work out the quandary
he was in, another actor entered on the scene in
the person of a sober-lookinP" man, whom he
recognized as a clerg-vman of the village where
they were then stopping-. On the appearance of
the clergyman Captain Held addressed him in
welcome tones, and then led his lady friends upstairs, where they were followed by the man in
black. Fontenoy Farrell became fearfully excited on witnessing- the actions of those so near
to him, and his agony -was increased bv hearingthe landlord of the inn exclaim:
"They will make a handsome pair."
The Irish blood in the young scout's veins became heated to a boiling point on hearing- that
the dissolute and intrj'guing Frank Held was
about to wed sweet Emma Held, and he dashed
up the stairs to interrupt· the ceremony without
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taking- any heed of the . consequences. When the
excited young- man did burst into the room where
the ceremony was about to take place, Frank
Held and the young- S?irl were standinf? before the
clerS?yman. Without uttering a word, the excited
youth burst into the room and dealt Captain Held
a blow on the side of the head with a rottgh walkinS?-stick which he carried. The dashing- voungscout had scarcely dealt the blow when he seized
Emma Held around the waist, rais.ed her in his
arms and bore her out of the room, as he whispefed into her ear:
"I am Fontenoy Farrell. Are vou crazv to
·
think of marryinf? such a scoundrel?"
The young- girl had swooned while Fontenow
was bearing her down the stairs. The landlord
attempted to stop the dashinf? young man as he
was bearing- his insensible relative toward th:e
door, but Fontenoy gave him a blow with his
stick and hurled him aside. Gaining- the front
door with his burden, the young- scout darted to
the rig-ht, while the utmost uproar prevailed behind them, as the drag-oons· came rushing- in by
the back way. Leaping- a low fence, and still
grasping- the light form of the g-irl in. his arms,
Fontenoy g-ained a small g-arden at the side of
the tavern and pushed on · to the rear at full
speed. One cry did escape from her ere Fontenoy•
could whisper into her ear:
"Be silent on your life, Emma, as I am vour
cousin Fontenoy, and I. am here to save · you
·
from that desig-ning- wretch."
The young- girl became silent as she recognized
the voice, but the single cry escaping- from her
had attracted the attention of · those who were
rushing- from the tavern, and several of the
troopers darted th_roug-h the g-arden in pursuit.

CHAPTER IIL-On the Road to Fontenoy:
When young- Farrell heard the cries of the
troopers after him he had just g-ained the edge
of the wood where he had left his horse. On
hearing- the cries of his pursuers, his scouting- instincts became aroused, and he addressed the
young- g-irl, saying :
"Can you run with me, dear Emma? If I am
captured they will put me to death."
"Yes, yes, g-ood Fonte," was the instant reply,
as ·the young- g-irl glided out of his arms and
pushed on through the wood with him at a smart
pace.
Feeling that there was no time for explanation,
the young- scout pressed on with his companion,
and they soon g-ained the spot where the strong-Flemish horse was secured ·to the branch of a
tree. Placing the young girl in, front of him on
the horse, the young- scout turned the animal out
tow.ard the road, and they were soon g-allopin~
back on the road to Fontenoy, while the daringfellow muttered to himself:
"We will escape them now, and I can S?ive
Marshal Saxe information of the approach of
.
the enemy."
The young- man then thoug-ht of his mother,
and they had not proceeded very far when he
addressed the young- g-irl before him, saving-:
"Good Emma, what w.as the t·meaning of vour
very strang-e journey and bearing- tonig-ht ?"
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"Surrender, you rascally spy, or · I'll put yoG
"Did you not know, F.onte? Why, we w.ere
· · . ·
·
·
hasteninl!.' with Captain Held to rescue _you of to death on the instant."
A scream of terror burst from the youn11: ll:'irl
course."
'
·
·
On my honor, I do not and she then cried: ,
"To rescue me?
. "Oh, Fran~, Frank Held, do· not fire on your
understand you, .E mma."
"Were you not taken prisoner by the Enl!.'lish hfe, as that is our own cousin Fontenoy."
"Fontenoy Farrell!" exclaimed the treacherous
this eveninl!.' ? "
"Not I, l!,'ood cousin. I have never been a pris- officer, as he stared at the_rough figure before
him. "It is impossible, a s he was a prisoner tooner in the hads of the enemv."
A few words uttered bv the l!.'irl were ouite night in the En11:lish camp."
. The diversion gave the young scout the chance
sufficient to convince the vounl!.' scout that she
back
and his mother were the victims of a foul t>lot, he was lookinl! for as his assailants drew
and that Captain Held had used his own name in a little at the moment, and he made a sudden
a s he yel1ed aloud:
order to entice them from Fontenoy and make dart into the dense wood. you
treacherous do11:1
"I am Fontenoy Farrell,
Emma his wife as soon a s possible. While un;('toni11:ht vet."
inl!.' on his steed lie addressed the l!.'irl al!.'ain, and I will defeat you
"After him, men; he is· an impostor and a spy,
however, savinl!.':
"But whv this hasty marriage, good Emma?" Fire on him and ·brin11: him down." of a peasant,
Fearing arrest in his character
"I knew not what I was doinl!.'. Frank Held
worn bv the younl!' scout was
informed us that you were in the English lines · the only weapon which
he had already used with
and condemned to death a s a sny, and he swore - the stout cudl!.'el.
so much effect, and as he dashed alon11: throug:h
to set you free before morning-."
the wood, with the cries of his pursuers .rin11:in11:
"'fhen your hand and fortune were to be the in his ears. he .said to himself:
.
·
rewards for saving mv life?"
"Would that I had a pistol to put an · end to
"That was your mother 's suj!'g-estion, Fonte, the career of that scoundrel. Can it be really
and I obeyed 'her. Is it true that you were not possible that he believed I was a prisoner in the
taken prisoner by the English at all?"
hands of the En11:lish ? I cannot understand his
"Quite true, 11:ood Emma, but I fear that I will actions, but he was always a designinl!.' doir."
fall into the hands of the Dutch troopers now.
Captain Held only sprang a few paces away
Then I will be certain to suffer death, a s I am from the youn11: girl in the pursuit,. when he ran
within their lines in disguise. The dogs burned back to her again saving:
our house in the village tonight.
"What .a strange adventure, Emma! Is it oos"Let me dismount and save yourself, Fonte," sible that that is Fonte Farrell?"
she. cried, "as the horse will then bear you faster."
"It is Fonte Farrell, and he declares that he
''It would make no difference, good Emma, and was not a prisoner in the hands of the En'g:lish.
I will .die ere I have to leave you in the oower of Captain Held. ·Wh y have you so deceived us?"
that wretch!"
After callin11: back his men the youn11: officer
Then he turned his horse into a thick woods. led the horse, on which the youn11: 11:irl was still
"Bend down over the horse's neck now, so as mounted, back toward the road, as he replied in
to avoid the branches, arid fear not but we will the most earnest tones:
"On my honor, Emma, I was positive that he
escape them yet."
After they had proceeded a short distance was in the En11:lish camp to-ni11:ht under sentence
Fontenoy Fa:rrell drew up and listened, and they of death. I trust he will escape now, and I will
fully explain myself• . when we return to the
could then hear the trampling- of horses' feet
tavern."
alonl!.' the road beyond them, and he whispered
The youn11: officer then turned to l!.'ive orders
to his companion, savinl!' :
to his troopers to hasten back to the tavern. and
"Th.e y have not missed us on the road in the
placinl!.' the younl!.' girl on his own splendid horse,
darkness, and if we can gain the river path we
said to her:
can slip around the bridl!.'e and escape them. I
"Dear Emma, the clergyman awaits us vet.
must 11:ain the French camp tonig-ht at all hazand you will become my bride."
ards."
"Never!" ran11: out a shrill voice above them.
The voung- scout had scarcely uttered the words Then
down from the branch of a tree sprang a
when five or six dark form s darted alon11: the
dark form, alightinl!.' behind the youn11: girl on
path toward them, and before he could urg-e the
Captain Held's splendid charl!,'er, and hurlin11:
horse on a11:.ain a hand was on the bridle while that
officer to the lr!'ound again, while the same
a familiar voice cried out:
voice continued crying:
"SurTender, vou dog of a spy."
"Now for the French camp, and then death to
Releasin11: his hold on the young- girl on the
all lying- rascals."
instant, F ontenoy Farrell struck at the speaker
On the next instant, a nd · before the startled
with his heavy stick, and Captain Frank Held
troopers could stop him, Fontenoy Farrel was
went down before him the second time that nig-ht.
dashing away on the fine steed, -with the vounr
The dashing youn1r ·spy then sprang- from the
girl before him.
horse, leaving- the trembling girl cling-ing- around
his neck, while four of the troopers on foot
closed in on him brandishing- their swords and
CHAPTER IV.-Fontenoy's Double.
threateninll:' him with instant death if he did
not sur render. He did succeed in knocking aside
When the young scout' burst into the room to
two of his foes, when Captain Frank Held spran11:
to his feet al!.'ain, 'tand drawinl!.' a pistol he vointed bear away the bride no one was more surprised ·
than his own silJlpleminded· mother. On leaviJUr ,,
it at his youn11: cousin's preast, savin11::
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his old home in the- afternoon Fontenoy had in- him, while he dared at her with deep disi;rust
formed his mother that he expected to be sent as he cried:
out on another scoutinl?' trip soon after reaching
"You are mistaken, woman, as I have _no
the French camp, and she looked for him to mother. Is this a part of the plot to ruin me?"
pass throul?'h the villal?'e before night-fall. alThe agitated woman started back in amazethough there was another route th'at he could take ment at being thus repulsed, while the English
on the other side of the river. Being very much officer seized her by the arm, sayini;r:
alarmed over the approach of the English army, _
"One moment, madam. What is your name
and fearing that a great battle would take place and where do you come from, as I see that you
in the neil!.'hborhood, the - _g-ood womn was busy are a traveler!"
at work that nil!.'ht with Emma in preparing to ~ The anxious mother did not answer on the
move to the camp of the Irish .Bdgade when moment as she was staring at the youth - who
Captain Held and his Dutch troopers dashed sud- had denied her, while officer again demanded:
denly into the villal?'e. Mrs. Farraell was not
"Speak out, madam. What is your name- and
alarmed at the appearance of her young relative, where do you come . from?"
even though he was fighting- against her son.
"My name is Farrell, sir."
While Mrs. Farrell knew that her son did not
A satisfied -smile appeared on. the officer's
like Frank she was not aware that they had ever grim face as he demanded :
Quarreled, and she had always treated her young
"Is that younl?' man your son?"
re-l ative with extreme kindness and courtesy.
"I was certain he was my son when I embraced
·captain Held and his men rode straine:ht to him, but I am in doubt now."
Mrs. Farrell's house without stopping, and the
"That doubt will not save the prisoner's life,
young man at once dismounted and entered the
you may be certain. madam. Have you a son,
house, where he was received with the usual and what is his name?"
kindness. He then hastened Ito inform his cousin
Without replyinl?' to the question the perJ>lexed
that Fontenoy had been captured as a spy by woman advanced · close to the prisoner al!.'ain -and
the, advancing Enl?'lish that evening, that the stared at his eyes ere she cried:
al.J.ied armies would occupy Fontenoy and the
"That is not my son."
neighboring country on the followinl?' morning,
-"Beware, woman! You ·are the wife of a
and that the village would certainly be destroyed. rebel Irish officer, and you will receive no mercy
The good woman was fearfully agitated about at our hands. It is useless for you to deny your
her brave son, and so was Emma. Captain son here, as he has been recognized by several
Held also intimated that the mother of the spy who know him to be a scout and a spy in the
would :suffer, unless under the protection of service of the French . His name is Fontenoy
one in favor with the English generals. In a Farrell, and he will die in his native villal?'e in
word, the scheming rascal so worked on the the morning:"
·
·
fears of the timid women that they were only
"And I tell you that you are mistaken, Colonel
too glad to accept his aid and advice. The burning of the old homestead was really an accident, Barron," cried the you_g- man. "My name is
as it was caused by the upsettinl?' of a lamp in Gilbert Bronson, I am a native of Brussels, and
the hands of one of the troopers left behind to I have never been connected with the French
brinl? on later information about the French. army. If I am put to death as a SPY you will reBefore the other village was reached Emma gret it."
"Heaven be praised," cried Mrs. Farrell, " it
had consented .to become the captain's bride. as
a reward for his rescuing Fontenoy Farrell from is not my son at all, and my brave Fontenoy is
the hands of the English. Captain Held really safe. I pity you, good youth, as you do resemble
belived that the younl?' scout was in the power f!f him so much. _It is extraordinary."
"This farce will not save your son, madam,
the English, and that he was condemned to die
on the following morning. When he swore ~o as we are assured of his identify. His cousin,
rescue the condemned youth, however, Ca ptam Captain Held, besides several others, recognized
Frank Held had not the slightest thought of him tonight," said the English officer."
" Wh y, here is Captain Held now," cried the
fulfillinl? his promise. When Captain He.Id and
about a dozen of his troopers rode away i_n pur- woman, as that officer strode into the tavern,
suit of the daring intruder who had earned off saluting the Enl?'lish officer before he turned
the promised bride, Mrs. Farrell and the clergr - to stare at the prisoner.
man anxiously awaited their return in the mam
"Captain Held,'' cried the English colonel,
apartment of the tavern. While the anxious "is, not this person the French scout and SP Y
mother was thus waiting a strong body of known as Fontenoy Farrell ?"
English dragoons rode up to the tavern and
"There is a mistake, Coloner Barron. That
halted there. A rough voice then was heard person is not Fontenoy Farrell. as I have good
r eason to know. If you will oblige me with a
outside, crying :
"Bring the prisoner in here."
private interview I will explain matters."
An English officer then entered the tavern,
The baffled man then drew th_e Englishman
followed by four dragoons, dragging- a voung aside and gave him an account of his adventures
man with them. On seeing the prisoner Mrs. with the darlinl?' young scout of the Irish Brigade,
Farrell sprang at him on the instant and fiun_g- being very careful in thEl meantime not to exarms ar·o und his neck, while she exclaimed:
plain -his own private motives in bearinl?' away
·"My dear son, my Fontenoy, they must not Mrs. Farrell and the younl?' l?'irl. Colonel Barron
was astonished at the audacity of the young
put you to death."
The young prisoner repulsed the woman as scout, and he said:
-"Then ' the rascal will give information of our
well as he could with his arms bound behind
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atlvance to the enemy, as he was certain to have
picked up news while loitering in your track."
' A clatter of- hoofs was heard outside at the
momen't, and Captain Held ran to the door,
crying:
1
"Here are my men back now."
!'And we bear a prisoner with us, captain,"
cried one of the Dutch troopers." "It is the rascal
who stole away the girl."
A cry of exultation burst from Captain Held
as he sprang out into the road, while' Mrs. Farrell gasped out in piteous tones:
"It is my dear son."
It was real Fontenoy FarreJI who was soon
led into the tavern as a prisoner by the Dutch
troopers, who . were followed by Captain Held,
crying:·
"Where is the young girl?"
The young scout of the Irish Brigade laughed
in derision, ere he responded:
"Your dear bride is safe in the French camp
ere now, Frank Held, and she wiH inform
Marshalr Saxe of the advance of the English to
surprise him."
"We. have the real Fontenoy Farrell now,
colonel, and you will know how to deal with him,"
said Frank ·Held. The words were spoken in
such low tones that the others .could not overhear them, and Colonel Barron smiled in a ssent,
as he responded:
"We will settle . with the fellow."
The grim English officer then turned to Fontenoy Farrell, saying:
"Then you admit, prisoner, that you are in
the service of the French?"
"I am in the service of the Irish Brigade, as
my brave father was before me."
... And you were taken a s a spy within our
lines?"
"I was taken while rescuing a young- lady from
the hands of a scoundrel who
to her in the
most shameful manner for his own vile purposes."
The brave young scout then turned on Captain
Held, saying :
"When you purchase another horse, F.rank
Held; see that he is heavy enough to carry double
at full speed. I was in a fair way of escaping
to-night, only that the steed was faltering under
Emma and I. and it was all important that she
should escape from one who was wedding her in
order to thoroughly protect her.".
"Out with the impudent rascal and hang him
on the nearest tree," cried Colonel Barron.
"Spare my brave son," cried Mrs. Farrell, as
she sprang forward and clasped her arms around
Font.e noy's neck. " Oh, good Frank, plead for
your cousin."
· The young scout was torn from his mother's
embrace and led out a!i he cried:
"Don't despair, mother, as I will live to fight
against the English t yrants yet. Long live
France and the Irish Brigade!"
The poor woman attemuted to follow her· brave
son, but the soldiers held her ba~k. while Colonel
Barron turned to the otlrn1· prisoner, saying:
"You had a narrow escape, young sir, and you
will be kept under arrest untjl I am certain. that
you are not connected with that vounir viper.
What -alarm is that out there?"
The sounds thus heard were the trampin2 of

lieo

horses and the clashing- of steel, and the cries' '
ringing- out on the ·. stormy niirht were:
"Strike for France 'and Erin, boys!"
"Cle~ the way for the boys of/ the Irish
Brigade!"
When Mrs. Farrell heard the joyful shouts
she elapsed her hands and exclaimed:
"Dear Fontenoy is saved! Heaven hie. my
old friends of the Irish Brigade!"
Then loud above the din of the strife and the
storm outside arose the voice · of the dashing.
young scout as he thundered forth:
"To the rescue, brave friends of the Irish
Brigade! On throug-h the English dog-s and save
a comrade from the hangman's rope!"
When Fontenoy Farrell was compelled to save
his cousin from capture bv springing from the
hc;>rse, which ' could not bear them both in safety,
the younJr Jrirl obeyed his advke and rode to
the village of Fontenoy as fast a s she could. '
The young scout. endeavored to escape into the
wood, but the troopers were too close on him,
and he was overpowered after knocking two of
them down with his ('eavy cudirel. When Emma Held arrived ·a t Fontenoy she found the
place in possession of the cavalrv regiment of
the Irish Brigade, sent forward by General Saxe
to forestall the English in their forward move~
ment. The young girl at once ha,stened to inform the colonel in command of the advance of
the English and capture of the young scout.
Two hundred men were at once sent forward to
the rescue. And those were the gallant fellows
now charirinJr to the rescue of Fontenoy Farrell.
The troopers under Colonel Barron fullv eQualed
the men of the Irish Brigade in point of numbers
not counting the horsemen with Captain Held,
and the allied force made a gallant stand, even
though they were at first surprised by the headlong- dash of their enemies in the darkness of
the storm.
·
CHAPTER V.-Fonteno y Finds· An All y . .
The troopers under Colonel Barron were ac- '
customed to obey all orders in the promptest
manner, and in the face of all dangers. A
larger apple tree stood in the center of the .
garden, and under it the four troopers dra_g-g:ed
Fonteno y Farrell, one of them holding his hand
on the brave young fellow 's mouth so that he
coultl not call out to his fighting comrades on
the road. 1The boys of the Irish Brig-ade~ rlrove
their t,oes before them at the first onset, forcinJr
them back in front of the tavern, but Colonel
Barron rallied his men right gallantly and thev
made a brave stand. The Dutch · trooperR und er
Captain Held rode out from the stable at the
s:J.me time, and set on with stubborn couraire.
as if eager to show their English allies they
could rely on them in the coming campaign. The
stout opposition thus encountered seemed to
madden the lads of the Irish Brigade. and they
pressed on with redoubled fury, Rhouting- their .
fierce native war-cries with a vim that was only
equaled by their resistless and c1eadly blow&.The Dutch troopers could not stand that fierce .._,.
onslaught, and th-ey broke and fled in dismay,
bearing their captain with them. On pressed, : ,
the furious boys of the Irish Brigade, and back ·
/
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before .them reeled their ancient foes. In the
meantime Fontenoy Farrell was suffering- tortures in the hands of his enemies. The brave
young- fellow could feel the rope around his neck.
he could hear the mad shouts of his g-allant
friends as they forced back their stubborn foes,
and he could imall.'ine the ang-uish of his poor
mother in that scene of strife. The young- scout
felt the rope till.'hteninl!' around his neck a s he
swunll.' from the limb of the tree, and he strul!'11.'led in a frantic manner. in the hope of burstingthe cords on his arms, as he groaned to himself:
•:oh, it is awful to die thus, and my 2allant
friends drivinl!' the enemy before them. Heaven
.
send me relief very soon or I'll choke.''
As if in answer to his prayer, a form 11,'lided out
from behind the apple tree at the moment, a
"'leaminll.'- steel flashed all.'ainst the rope above
his head, and a friendly voice rang- in his -ear,
crying-:
"You must not die thus, brave younsr man."
The speaker was the younl!' man who had been
taken for the scout, and who escaped from the
troopers durinl? the excitement of the onset.
Fontenoy Farrell dropped on the 11,'round at first,
while the younl!' man hastened to take the rope
from his neck as he continued:
"Rouse· yourself and join in the fray with
your 11,'allant comrades, who are now drivinl!' the
saval!'e hounds before them."
"May Heaven forget me if I ever forl!'et you,
·
m v good friend ."
"That was nothing- to do. L~t us hasten to
join in the fray, and strike a blow or two at
the cruel Enl!'lish doll,'s."
And ril!'ht into the heil!'ht of the conflict dashed
Fontenoy Farrell with his younl!' preserver by
his side, strikinl!' and shoutinir wfth the best of
the irallant lads:
"One more dash, boxs. and we will break
throusrh them," cried the Irish leader, who wa s
a powerful man, and who was known in the
brigade a s Fil!'htin1r O'Falvey. The boys of the
Irish Bril!'ade did make a last furious dash, and
pell-mell before them went the En1rlish horsemen. Young- Bronson entered into the spirit
of the contest as if fil!'htin1r for dear itself. pressinl? on in the hope . of encountering- Colonel
Barron, while he muttered:
"Would that I could cross swords with that
black wretch, and I would pay him for his cruel
treatment."
The young strane:er did manag-e to fie:ht his
way rig-ht to the front of the En1rlish colonel,
and he struck at him with great fury, cryine::
"Have at you now, you cruel do1r!"
Colonel Barron recognized the voice of his
youthful assailant,_, and he parried the fierce cut
•
with great skill, as he cried:
"Ha', youn1r spy, a'nd so you have escaped to
fhrht with the enemy? "
As the Endishman spoke he made a des perate
slash in turn, and the career of the younl?
stranger would have closed forever if Fontenoy
Farrell had not pushed between them, a s he
said:
"Not this time."
Fontenoy Farrell then wheeled his horse to
face the Enitlish officer. when the men. of the
Irish Brie:ade burst in on them, and Colonel
Barron was forced back with his fl yinl? and

demoralized troopers . which is a little while be
was able to rally. Captain Held rode back on
the road at the moment as he cried aloud:
"Three companies of your re1dment to the
rescue, Colonel Barron.''
Captain O'Falvey heard the enemy's bul!'le
·blast also, and thoug-h he was one of the 1?reatest
dare-ilevils in the Irish Btill.'ade, he called a
halt in the pursuit, cryinll.' :
"They are cominll.' at us in force, boys, and I
have orders to fall back in that event. Retreat
in 11,'ood order, and load al!'ain."
They wero g-allopinl!' back at full speed at
·the time, and Fontenoy looked eall.'erly around
to discover his new friend, as he cried aloud:
"Where's the brave lad who cut me down from
the tree where I was hanl!'ing- ?"
There was no response to the question. while
Captain O'Falvey cried:
"At the double quick, lads a s the v run after
us. in full force now."
The English troopers under Colonel Barron
were pressinll.' on in overpowering- numbers. while
about a mile after them swept the rest of his
regiment. The Enll,'lish horsemen were pushingforward to seize the villall,'e of Fontenoy. an
their gallant colonel was also ea1?er to avenl!'e
himself on the men of the Irish Bril!'ade for his
late defeat. The young- scout soon discovered
that he had a splendid horse under him, and he
pushed on at full speed, thinking- the while of
his mother and of the brave younsr stranger, as
·
he said to himself :
· "I must take mother oack with us, and I trust
in l!'oodness the brave lad did not fall in the
strife, a s I hope to repay him for ·his kind act
ere lonll,'."
The younl!' scout did succeed in bearinir his
mother awa y from the tavern on one o,f the
Ensrlish horses captured near the villag-e, and the
clerll,'yman accompanied them on a steed taken
in the same manner. On reaching- a shelter in
the villa1re the clerg-yman drew Fontenoy a side
and asked :
" What has become of the younsr strang-er ?"
. "I fear that he has fallen into- the hands of
the Eng-lish. sir, a s when I last saw him he wa11
pressinl? on in the pursuit."
"Did you know the youth?"
"I did not, sir, but I am most anxious to serve
him if- possible."
"I know the youth, anct" it- is your duty to serve
him."
"Pray, who is he, sir?"
"That youn1r man is Prince Charles Stuart.
known in England a s the Pretender, but who i•
• the nirhtful heir to the throne of Great Britain.,..
"Is it possible, sir?"
"It is the truth, as certain a s there is a
Heaven above us. If the noble young- man is
discovered by the ·Eng-lish · general he will be
put to death, and you must save him."
Fontenoy Farrell .did not wait to hear much
more, as he darted off to seek an interview with
his colonel. In less than a quarter of an hour
afterward the dashinll.' yoµnir scout was ridinir
out of his native villaire with five Picked men of
the regiment, and thev were all mounted oo
splendid horses. The leader of 'the party was
Fightinl? O'Falvey, while Fontenoy Farrell wu
the lt'Uide and scout. The younsr liCOl.it U4 coil-
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fided the secret to his colonel only, and none of
those with him knew · that they were l!Oine: -in
Quest of the rie:htful heir to the throne of Ene:l1md. The younl(' man calline: himself Gilbert
Bronson was actually a ~vrisoner in the hands of
the Endish. When Captain. O'Falvey called his
men off from the 11ursuit the youne: strane:er
found that he could not check the l!OOd horse
under him, and he was borne.rie:ht into the ranks
of the enemy before could control the aniinal.
He was then made prisoner and conveyed back
to the tavern under a 11:uard, Colonel Barron not
having time to deal with him while pusuing the
retreatinl! horsemen of the Irish Bri11:ade. On
striving in tum to retreat from Fontenoy. the
Enii:lish colonel did not halt his regiment until
he reached the tavern where his youne: 11risoner
was confined. Feeline: in a very disgusted mood.
the English officer soon turned his attention to
his prisoner, crying:
"And now, you knave, we will deal with yo1;1!.
Can you deny that you were taken with arms m
your hand fighting against us ?"
"I do not deny that I was fighting against
you."
"Fightine: against me, you younR" scoundrel'?
What do you mean by that expression?"
"I mean that I sought an encounter with you,
in order to avenge myself on vnu for the gross insults you had offered me when I was a helvless
11risoner in your hands. I then told you that you
were mistaken in taking me for a svY. and even
when you ascertained the truth, you still insulted
me by keeping me a prisoner. You are a m~ser,~
able wretch and a disgrace to your profession.
The enra~ed officer drew back, stamping his
foot the while as he cried:
"Out with the knave and hang him to the
nearest tree, and be certain that you make a
sure job of it this time, as I am now assured
that the fellow is a French spy. Away with him,
and "f!Ot another word."
The soldiers dragged the young man out of the
tavern, and he was soori standing- in the very
spot whe:re he had rescued Fontenoy Farrell.

CHAPTER VI.-Could they rescue the prince
Charles Edward. Stuart was the heroic grandson of the most cowardl y king that ever reigned
on the throne of England. The cowardly king
was dethroned and driven out of England by a
Dutch ·prince who was his own son-in-law, and
the Stuarts never reigned there after. The son
of the miserable king made several attempts to
recover ni s throne, and so did the young man
who was taken prisoner by Coloner Barron near
Fontenoy on that stormy night. Bonnie Prince
Charley, as · he was called by some of his followers, was adored by a large number of the
people of Scotland. He was a great favorite
with Irish exiles in the service of France, and he
had a great number of friends in England who
would gladly see him on his grandfather's throne.
When the war broke out between France and
England young Charley Stuart was residing in a
small town in Flanders, and he was on his way
to the French camp in disguise when he was
taken as a s py by the English troopers. While

dressed in the g~rb of a Flemish peasant he did
bear a very close resemblance to YOUnj?' Fontenoy
Farrell when the young scout wa's arrayed in
similar e:arments. When the young prisoner was
first taken Captain Held saw him in the hands
of his captors, and it was that jealous officer who
had informed Colonel Barron that he had secured
the boldest scout and s11y in the French army.
Very soon after sending the voung man out to
execution,· Colonel Barron ree:retted his hasty
action, as somethine: whispered to him that he
was dealine: with a person of some importance.
He then sent a messenger out to stop the hane:ing, and ordered the 11risoner to be safely
e:uarded. The Endish colonel was then about
to rest for a few hours, when one of his men a-p11eared in the tavern, announcing the arrival of
a messene:er from the French camp bearin2 a
flae: of truce. Colonel Barron ordered that the
messenger should be conducted to him, and Cap!.
tain O'Falvey was soon standing in the tavern
before his late antagonist.
"Colonel Barron, I was sent to offe you terms
regarding a prisoner vou took to-nie:ht."
"What prisoner do you allude to, sir?"
"I allude to a youne: man whom you arrested
to-night as a spy, and who is called Gilbert
Bronson."
"We11, sir, what about ·him?"
"I was sent to tell you by mv colonel that we
took a captain of yours 11risoner to-nie:ht. and
we are ready to exchange him for the young man
at once. if you are wiiling to do it."
"It appears to me. sir, that you and your colonel are very ignorant of the rules of war."
"By my faith, sir, we don't study the rules
much, but we are not very much backward in the
practice, as you may .iudP"e from what you saw
~
to-night."
"You did not wait for a second, or vou might
have a different story to tell."
"On my honor, sir, I would be delighted to
e:ive you a round or two every night, or day, for
that matter; but I had my orders to fall back
when meeting more than two te one a1rainst os.
. Tha!._ is not here or there, however. Will you exchange the young man for. Captain Travers?"
"I regret that I cannot grant your modest request. The fact of your coming here for him
with such a"n offer demonstrates that he is a
spy, and"On the honor of a soldier, Colonel Barron,"
interrupted the Irishman, "I swear that he is
not a ·s py."
"Does your colonel know -who he is?"
"I suppose he does, or he would not take the
bouble to send me here after him."
"Tell your colonel that I decline to exchan11:e
pri soners. I will now bid you good-night, or
good-morning, rather, and I trust that we may
soon meet on horseback again."
Fighting O'Falvey then retreated from the
tavern, and Joe was led away outside the English
lines. Cotonel Barron at once ordered the youn2
prisoner to be brought before him. When they
were ·alone in the bar-room, the cunning officer
drew near his 11risoner with a knowing smile on
his face, and addressed him in confidential tones,I
as he said to him:
"And so I have a person of some importance
to deal with in you, sir?"
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"I am of no importance to any save my own
The cords were soon
and then Fontenoy
family:, yet I trust that I will ·be aqle to · repay , stole back to the window . as he whispered:
you for your insults ere .tong-."
"Move with g-reat caution}'
"You are a ver y modest younl?' man, but yo u
Before the darinit" scout could reach the window
are not a g-ood actor. If you desire to keep the cottait"e door was flung open and Colonel
your indentity concealed, you should not haye Barron strode in, crying:
_
lll1lde y.ourself known to your Irish friends to"What is this?"
nil!.'ht."
Fontenoy Farrell saw on the instant that they
"I was not aware that I had any Irish friends. could not. escape throuit"h the window, and he
• Will you tell me who you allude to?"
turned to the prince, cryinJ?:
·
. "I o8llude to those whom you fought with to"Seize a sword and out with me."
nig-ht. It is folly or your part to deny who you
As the brave fellow spoke he made •a dash for
are, as I am already aware of it."
one of the dragoons' swords lying- on the table,
"If you. know who 1 am, Colonel Barron, why and then aimed a blow at Colonel Barron. The
Question me on the subject? I solemnly assure astonished officer did not nave time to draw his
you that I do not know any of the men I charg-ed own weapon when he was hurled to the floor.
with to-nil!.'ht. Be also pleased to· remember that The young- scout then dashed out of the door as
I did not strike a blow in that charg-e except he cried to the prince:
'
when I strove to cut you down."
"Follow me."
"Whoever you may be, sir, remember that I
The sent~nel outside was on the alert when
defy ·you. I will take you before the Duke of Fontenoy spranl? out, and he pressed his bayonet
Cumberland in the morning- and he will deal with at him, as he cried:
·
you."
"Who comes there?"
Findinl?' that he could not make much out of
The younJ? scout struck the weapon aside with
his prisoner Colonel Barron dismissed him al!.'ain. a sweep of the saber, as he answered:
l!.'ivinl!.' special orders that . he should be strictly
"A foe, of course. Clear the way for the boys
l!.'uarded. While the interview was taking- place of the Irish Briit"ade."
a pair of pry.ing- eyes were peering- in at them
Tnat sentinar did clear the way in short ordet,
from the back window, and when the disg-uised as another sweep of the saber stretched him on
prince was led away to one of the deserted cot- the ground, and then over him spranit" Fontenoy,
tag-es near the tavern those eves still followed followed by the ful!'itive prince.
him, while the owner of them muttered to himColonel Barron was not injured by the blow he
self, saying:
had rJ!cei_ved, and he was soon on his feet al!'ain.
"Can we save the prince before he is recog-niz- and rushing- fro;n the cottag-e, also crying :
ed? Of course we can. and we will do it too, as
"Treachery in our lines! Guard all the roads
sure. as my name is •Fontenoy Farrell."
and paths! Pursue the fug-itives, and to horse!"
Almost on the instant all was dire confusion
As the bold young- spy thus muttered he. stole
away into the little g-arden, keeping- his eyes in the villaJ?e. On striking- down the sentinel
fixed on the cottage where the prisoner was con- before the cotta11:e the young- scout seized Prince
fined. Fontenoy Farrell. then moved cautiously Charley by the rig-ht arm and drew him toward
toward the rear of the cottage, and soon found the little garden in the rear as he said to him
himself peering- in at a small window. He could in low tones:
"Come with me, and run as fast as you can if
then perceive Prince Charley seated near a table,
with his arms still bound behind him, while two you would escape."
Charley pressed the hand of his brave friend
of the dragoons were stretched on rude benches
near him, and dozing away as if weary. The as he responded:
"A million thanks, my l!'al!ant friend! And do
bold young- scout could see that the prince was
wide awake, and that he was in a thoug-htful you know me ? "
"Never mind about that now, sir. Let us use
mood. After watching- and listening- for some
time, Fontenoy raised the window a li~tle and leg-s and not our tong-ues, as the swords may have
commenced to whistle, in a very low key, an old . to work lively before we have time for explana.-·
Scotch air which was ver\' popular with the fol- tions."
lowers of Prince Charley. Fontenoy continued
to whistle the air, and the prince turned his eyes
toward the window as he asked, in a · very .low
CHAPTER VIL-Saddles and sword fo;r it
voice :
"Is there a friend near?"
Prince Charley was an active young- mln. a;M
Fontenoy did not answer in words, but he he did press on with his brave friend with i?reat
chang-ed the air on the instant and commenced speed. Dashin11: throug-h the little g-arden, they
. another, which served to tell the . prince that he soon reached the edit"e of the wood, and then
had a faithful friend at hand who was read v to Fontenoy drew up a little to listen, saving- :
. serve him. While the daring- scout continued to
"They are after us, horse .and foot.. but we
whistle the second air, the prisoner g-lanced at ha.ve some friends near that can use the sword
the dra11:oons ait"ain, and he turned his bound in fine st yle on a pinch."
arms to the window, as · if to say: .
"Where are .vour friends, my l?'allant friend s?"
"If the cords were cut, I would be with vou."
"On here in the wood, sir. Push on now ag-ain,
The appeal was not lost on Fontenoy. Gliding as the rascals behind us are coming- fast on us."
in through the window, and drawing- forth a larg-e
On through the wood the'.y dashed ag-ain, with
knife at the same time, he approached the prince their pursuers :yelling behind the·m, while along-'
as he whispered to him:
the road, as if to cut them off from the villag-ei
"Nor a word, sir, but follow me."
of Fontenoy, g-al~oped Colonel Barron with a
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Etront? force of his enraged dragoons. all eager
to slay the, daring sny who had so bravely defied
them. Fighting O'Falvey hearl\ the commotion
along the road as he waited with his companions
at the other end of the wood, and he turned to
them, saying:
"By the great gun of Athlone, bu~ that devil of
a scout is up to some mischief in the village,
and he will i;?ive us some work in the bargain."
"·Could he have the face to attempt the rescue
of the prisoner alone, captain?" asked one of the
men, as they heard the cries of the pursuing
dragoons drawing nearer in the wood.
"He has the pluck for anything, and here he
comes now with someone."
Fontenoy dashed out on them at the moment
still holding the prince by .the hand, a s he cried
to his expectant friends:
"I have got him, lads. and now to mount and
away, ere they eat us up."
"Bravo for you, mv lads," replied Fighting
O'Falvey. "Who comes here? "
Four of the dragoons on· foot were rushing
out of the wood after the fugitives at the .moment, and Fontenoy at once turned on them a s
he cried:
"They are foes, and at them, friends!"
The other lads of the brigade were mounted at
the time, and they at once made a dash at the
dragoons, Fontenoy leading the way. The English believed that they a ssailed by a much
strone:er force, and they beat a hasty retreat
back into the wood without waiting to exchange
·blows, yelling for succor at the same time. Fond
as he was of fightinl!'. Captain O'Falve:v called
back his men, saving:
"Our enemies are out on the road before us in
force, and mounted as well. and we must look
to thf'tll. To the saddle, all of you, and then
for the sword."
Younl!' Fontenoy hastened to mount the prince
on a spare horse as he said to him:
"Your name is still Gilbert Bronson. if you like,
sir, and ·look to yourself well."
When they were all mounted and ready for the
road, Fightinl!' O'Falvey turned to the youn~
scout, sayinl!' :
.
"You know all the roads and path s around
here, of course, my lad ? "
"I do ca ptain."
"We will have to take main road back to the
village of Fontenoy?"
.
"We can make a wide detour through the .wood
back of us here, Captain O'Falvey."
"How man y miles would that be out ·the way,
think you, fy lad?"
"Six at least, sir." ·
Fil!'htinl!' O'Favey knew that Colonel Ba rron
had a stronl!' force to oppose them out on t he
road leading to Fontenoy, yet he said :
"That way will never do, and we must slash
through the rascals out there for it. Keep tol!'ether, mv lads. and we'll out at them."
The word was Quietly given. and out toward
the road moved teh little partv . . They soon l!'ained the hil!'h-road. a nd the rain was fallinl!' in
torrents again. Colonel Barron and his party
had ridden some distance to cut off the fugitives.
when the cries of the dral!'oons in the wood causerl thP.m t n h "l t. "nrl tnrn .back. As the lads of

the Irish Brigade rode on with the poor l>rince,
their enemies dashed back against them. Colonel
Barron. crying:
Charge on the rascals .a nd 1?ive them the sword.
Spare the prisoner and the spy."
One glance at the on-cominP' foe told Fighting
O'Falvey that he was outnumbered as four to
one, at least; yet he did not pause a moment,
but set spurs to his horse, grasping sword and
_pistol as he yelled aloud at the top of his voice: •
"One volley with the pistols, -and at theJll with
the steel, lads ! Charge for France and dear old
Ireland. my brave boys!"
Even as Fighting Falvey was sending forth
his war cry he was in among his foes. Right on
with their gallant leader pressed the ot hers at a
full ' gallop, and so impetuous was the onset that
they burst through the English dragoons without
receiving a serious wound. Then on spurred the
Irish lads, shouting back defiance at their
enemies, and Fontenoy Farrell still r ode beside
the prince, a s the latter cried:
"That was bravely done, indeed."
"And ma" we soon charge with you in better
st yle eveJl, good sir." responded Fontenoy, in
joyful tones: "Now for our camp," and off went
the Irish Brigade.
"Ride fa ster and faster, boys!" cried Fighting
O'Falvey, "or we will have to wheel and face
the rogues at great odds again."
"And 'tis little you'd care for that same odds,"
remarked one of his men to the comrade beside
him, "if you had only yourself to think about."
Fightin'g O'Falvey did turn in his saddle again
a t the moment, crying:
"Draw. bac·k your men, Colonel Barron. and
I'll fight it out with yourself for the honor of
the good land that bore us."
'~ Pre ss on, press on, and they are ours," was
the English colonel's r~ply. ·
Captain O'Falvey saw that the enemy would
be in on them in a f ew minutes and he was about
to give the order to wheel and charge back at
t hem, when a bugl e blast rang out on the road
ahead of them, and he sent up a shout of fov ere
he cried:
"F r iends to the rescue, my brave boys. Now
we will see if the y'll stand and fight us with
eQual numbers, or turn and fl y."
Col onel Barron hear d the bugle blast also. and
he knew from it. that other foes were coming
at him. Yet on in t he -'p ursuit he pressed. yelling:
"One good dash, and we'll crush the in solent
r asca ls ere we retreat."
At that exciting moment, when brave friends
were drawing near, Fortenoy F a rrell's horse
stumbled and he fell under him, and the daring
young scout was flung into the ditch at the .side
of t he road. On swept Prince Charley and the
Irish horsemen, and the English were down on
F onteno y before his friends could even wheel
about to r escue him.
Colonel Barron then called a halt, and l!'ave
orders to secure the fallen youth, while he cast a
glance along at his foes ere he cried:
" We must retreat now, as we will be overpowered. Who have you there?"
"It is the young sny, colonel," answered one
of the dragoons who had dismounted to secure
the half stunned young scout. A cry of joy burst
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fi:om the English colonel as he turned his horse
to retreat, ·exclaiming:
"Rring him along- and ride at · fulL speed. -I
l\WOre to hang- him, and I will keep my oath!"'
And back dashed the English dragoons, with
brave Fonteno y a s tl1eir prisoner. Then back
after them rode Fighting- O'Falvey and a score
of his men, their leader crying :
"To ~h e rescue of. our dashing scout. bo ys!"

CHAPTER VI!L-Mustering- for the battle.

11

T):link of the consequences to · you if you should
be recognized by .your English enemies."
"Your brave son did not think of the consequences when he ventured into the En1?lish
camp in my behalf; and I would be a coward
i~deed, if I hesitated to hasten to his aid. B~
kmd enough to remember that I am not a prince
at present, and that mv name is Gilbert Bronson."
·
Before Mrs. Farrell could offer any further
remonstrances the distinguished prince hastened
away to seek the Irish colonel who knew his
secret, and whom he soon prevailed on to pro~ure him a pass out of the French lines. Fearmg- that some of the inhabitants of Fontenoy may
give information to the French enemy, the
French general ordered them to retire behind the
French lines, and Mrs. Farrell and her friend s
alone were permitted to proce ed in the direction
of the · English camp. When Fontenoy ·Farrell
was flung into the ditch by the stumblinl? horse
he received -a shock that rendered him insensible
for a time. The horse was soon on his feet again.
while two • of the English troopers \ hastened to
fling the in sensible lad on his back. As thev
dashed back toward the village two of the English riders held his limp form on the horse for
awhile, but when they broke into the advancing
column Colonel Barron called a halt, and the
troopers strapped their victim on the back of the
animal. On reaching the tavern from which thev
had started out the English colonel ordered his
prisoner to be placed under a strong guard, say-

It was morning- in the village of Fontenoy, and
all the French troops intending- to give battle to
the allied armies were on the march. At the
dawn of dav the inhabitants of the peaceful
village were notified to leave their homes, as the
F rench officers declared it more than probable
t hat the main struggle would center in and
around that place. Mrs. Farrell and Emina Held
did not sleep a wink on the previous night, as
the y were anxious about the fate of young Fonteno y. A little before the break of day. Captain
O'Falvey and the young stranger calling- himself
Gilbert Bronson paid a visit to the anxious
woman and Em.ma · at the friend's house where
they were stopping. On casting- a first glance
on the young- stranger. Mrs. Farrell 1?ave a joyous cry of welcome. believing that he was Fontenoy, and bitter was the disap pointment when
Captain O'Falvey informed her that her brave
young son was a prisoner in the hands of the mg:
English. A deep groan escaped from Mrs. Far"After a few hours' rest we will deal with the
rell as well as from the young- girl. while the young dog as he deserves."
good-hearted soldier trie~ to cheer them by
When the troopers attempted to lift Fontenoy
saying-:
from the horse they found that his body was quite
"But don't d~spair about Fontenoy, madam, a s stiff, while his face, which was fearfullv disthe dear lad has i.rreat luck, and he will be sure figured with mud and blood, presented all the apto give them the slip in time to join ·us in the pearance of death. One of the troopers at once
great battle coming on."
hastened to Colonel Barron, saying:
"Colonel, the prisoner is dead."
After while the ·good-natured Irish officer
"Are you quite certain of that?"
hastened away and Prince Charley remained with
"We are Quite certain, colonel, as his bodv is
the two women. The noble young prince was
in a very peculiar position at the time. Al- Q ite stiff and there is not a breath of life in. it."
"Then flinl?" the dog's carcass into a ditch. and
though he was beloved by the officers and men of
the Irish Brigade , and feeling assured of a · warm he has saved the hangman a .iob in the morning-."
The rough troopers did fling Fontenoy into a
welcome from the French king and General Saxe,
he had decided not to· make himself known -to ditch without much cevemony, and th.ey then_
them. and he had requested the Irish colonel to hastened away to rest before the battle. The
maintain his secret. With the exception of that . dashing- young scout had received a severe shock,
Irish colonel, the clergyman, Mrs. .Farrell and but he was neither dead nor insensible when the
Emma, no one in Fontenoy or in the French army troopers flung him into the ditch. When all was
was awar~ that the rightful heir to the Engli ~ h Quiet around him Fontenoy raised his head a litthone was in the vicinity. Mrs. Farrell and Em- tle, drew :f fla sk from his pocket and drank some
ma Held had been informed by the old clergy- of the contents ere he muttered to himself: ,
"That was a narrow escape, and it was fortunman of the true rank of the disg uised prince, and
when they found themselves alone with him they ate that I thoug-ht of playing- dead. Now. to steal
b ecame verv nervous in the presence of one who awa y from here and then to a-et back to the
may one dav become the actual king of England. camp."
Prince Charley addressed them in very kinqb·
The young- fellow managed to crawl out of the
tones, however, saying :
ditch and into the little g-arden at the side of
"My dear ladies, I cannot tell ~you how much the tavern, but he soon found that his limbs tremI have become attached to the noble yo uth who bled under him, and he took another swig- out of
has faced death in my behalf. If you go to the the bottle, looking- carefully around at the same
.English camp in his behalf I beg leave to ac- time, a s he said to himself:
compan y you."
.._
"I can never get back · without a horse , and
Mrs. Farrell and Emma both sta rted at the the road tq Fontenoy is packed with Enl?"lish
proposition, and the former exclaimed:
dragoons 51ow. The great battle will soon be
"Noble J>ir, you know not what you say! fought, and I must have a hand in it."
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The weary youth then drew back into the
,;arden with the intention of skirtinll around
throu11:h the wood, and then crossinll the country
on foot until he passed the advanced lines of the
enemy. His totterin.,. limbs refused to serve him,
however, and he was soon compelled to lie down
in the shelter of some bushes, !!"roaninll in allony
the while. Extreme weariness soon overpowered
the stronll and active lad , and he sank into a
sound and refreshinll slumber. When Fontenoy
Farrell awoke allain he could perceive that the
day was well advanced, and that there was a
irreat stir around the tavern and out on the road
leadinll to his native village. From his position
behind the bush Fonteno" could note those in and
_ around the tavern, and he soon discovered that
the place was no longer held by Colonel Barron's
troopers, as a party of foot soldiers were preparinjl" to march from thence at the time.
Feeling the blood and mud on his face, the
younll scout stole to a pool of water in the llar- .
den as he muttered to himself:
"I must_ have somethinll to eat before I start
on the fourney, and the soldiers in here will not
recollilize me now."
Having cleansed his face and hands at the pool,
Fontenoy wiled . his hat down over the slillht
saber cut and strode boldly toward the . tavern,
still mutterinR" :
"Old Hans will not betrav me, and I must have
some food, as I am famishing.''
The English soldiel'S in and around the tavern
took little or no notice of the rouirh peasant when
he entered the J>lace, and the landlord did not
betray him, althoul!"h he recollilized the vouth
almost on the instant. Having nourished · him~
self with bread, cheese and wine, the darinl!.'
scout was about to leave the tavern a11:ain, when
he drew back from the door with a start and a
jl"BSP as he mentally exclaimed:
"May the 'fiends seize me if there ain't Frank
Held with mother and Emma and Prince Charley
himself. How in the furies did thev l!"et here,
when I thou11:ht they were all safe in the French
camp?"
Dismaved as he was by the sudden aJ>J>eara.'1ce
of his friends and foe on the road outside, the
young scout soon recovered his presence of mind,
and he retreated into the tavern, uttering- a few
warninl!.' words in the French- ton11:ue to the old
landlord at the same time. Old Hans nodded in
approval and pointed to the door lead ing upstairs.
Fontenoy had ·scarcelv l!"ai-ned the stairs when
Captain Frank Held, with a gleam of triumph on
his sinister countenance, led Mrs. Farrell and
Emma into the tavern. followed by the dislluised
prince. After leadin11: the two women to a table,
the yoiing officer approached the landlord and
made some inquiries. He then returned to the
anxious woman and younl!" girl ag-ain, saving-:
"I am sorry to inform you that Fontenoy is
dead.''
Captain Held then went on to 'inform them· of
the fate of the young scout, as reported by the
British troopers, and he concluded by sayinll:
"His body was flung- into the ditch on the side
of the r oad there, and it is believed that it was
taken awa y and buried by i;ome of the peasants
in the neighborhood at the break of day."
While Captain Held was still strivin11: to console Mrs. Farrell, a large :part,y of horsemen

drew up outside the tavern. The landlord was
ha.steniril!.' to · receive his new ituests, wheri a
larlle, distinl!.'uished-lookinll officer strode into the·
apartment, followed by several of his aides. The
disl!.'uised prince had taken his seat in a secluded
corner of the room, and when he looked liJ> at
the otp,cer a sliR"ht shudder passed over his frame,
while he mentally exclaimed:
. "It is the Duke of Cumberlancj ! If I am recollnized now, an ijl"nominious · death will be my
doom.''
CHAPTER IX.-The Prince In Danger Again.
One dance at the feature; of the man, who is
known in history as the Bloody Duke of Cumberland, was sufficient to tell that he was one who
would- not show any mercy to his foes. Keen
and searchinll were the g-lances that the EnSZ"lish
general cast around the room as Captain Held
advanced to salute him. saving:
"Noble duke, my friends here have just ar·r ived from the village of 'Fontenoy, and they reoort that the enemy were in possession of the
place and in l!.'reat force."
The hau1orhty duke fiun2" himself on a chair as
he responded :
"Your friends come too late with their infor-mation, sir. Why .are they here?"
"They are in search of the body of a relative
who was servin1or with the French, and who was
killed in a fray last night, general."
The Duke of Cumberland's eves were fixed on
the distinguished prince at the moment, and he
asked :
"Who is this J)erson ?"
"That is ·a younSZ" man who was arrested last
evening as a spy by Colonel Barron. He wa,s
rescued by the French, and he has now returned
within our lines with those ladies, who are relatives of mine, noble duke."
Prince Charley felt th~ keen eves of the duke
on him, and he then remembered that the cruel
man had encountered him in Paris about two
years before. At that moment the Duke o:l
Cumberland suddenly arose from his seat, and
advanced toward the aisguised prince as he demanded:
"What is your name, sir :
SpeakinR" in husky tones, so as to dislluise his
natural voice as much as J>Ossible, Prince Charley
arose from his seat as h'e answered:
"Gilbert Bronson;· sir.''
The 'duke kept his keen eyes fixed on the vounir
man a s he continued:
"Are you a native of this place ? "
"I am a resident of Brussels, sir."
"Why did vou leave the French lines to return here after your escape? "
"I came to serve those ladies in searchinR" for
a friend, a nd I did not fear to return into vour
lines because I am not engaged in the warfare on
either side."
At that moment, and to the 1rreat dismay of
Prince Charley and the two women Colonel Barron walked into the tavern with hasty strides,
crying:
"Noble Duke of Cumberland. I am the ~
-of important information. Will you be please4
to rrant ,me a priva.te interview t•
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The speaker's eyes fell on the disiroised urince,
and he cried:
.
' "Are you _in our lines altain, sjrrah? Did you
pot escape with the Irish rebels last niiht.?"
Prince Charle-y ~regarded the brutal colonel
with indi.llnant eyes as he replied, in surly tones:
"I will not answer anv auestions from vou, sk.
in the J)resence of your ~mmanding 11:eneral."
Colonel Barron at once turned to the Duke of
Cumberland, exclaiming:
"That fellow is a spy, noble duke, and he is of
some imp0rtance, as the French sent me a flag ,
of truce for his exchan.lle last night. He escaped
thereafter, with the aid of ~ darin11: youn11: spy,
who was afterward slain."
· "Then see that the fellow is well secured now,
as we have no time to waste on him at present.
I am ready to hear your important information,
colonel."
.
The general and his officer then withdrew into
a back room, while Colonel Barron had his former prisoner placed under guard. A si.llll . of
relief escaped from the young urince as the Duke
of Cumberland disappeared, while he said to himself:
"He has not recognized me as vet, and I can
breathe more freely. I was mad -to venture into
the English lines a11:ain, but I could not refrain
from hastenin.ll to the aid of my daring voung
friend. Thank fortune that he is alive and free."
When the consultation was over the English
general e:ave orders to those around him to push .
on toward Fontenoy as fast as possible, and he
directed Captain Held to take char11:e of the
prisoner and brini;(' him along- with him. Mrs.
Farrell reauested Cautain Held to allow her and
Emma to remain at the tavern, and the · young
officer consented, knowing ,.right well that he
would not have much time for love-makinl? or
marriage until after the great battle was decided. Before the last of the English troops
passed alonl!:, Fontenoy Farrell was embracinghis mother and Emma in one of the upper rooms,
while he was sayinl!: to them:
"I must get away now, as I would. never forgive myself if I missed the great battle. Besides I must strive- to rescue the noble vounl!:
princ~. as certain death awaits him if he_ is
recol!,"nized."
_
The anxious mother did not attemut to prevent
her son from joining- his regiment in time for
the g-reat battle, but she did protest .ag-ainst 1?Js
attemptinl!.' to rescue the young- prmce agam,
saying:
"Have you lost your senses, Fontenoy? Captain Held has charg-e of the yoµng gentleman
now, and he will be certain to recognize you if
you go near him."
· In order to allay his mother's anxieties, the
young scout assented that he would make his way
to the French lines without attempting- to succor
the prince again, and he also advised her and
Emma to hasten away to another village as soon
as possible, saying:
"If the English and Dutch are defeated in the
c;oming battle, as I feel certain that they will
be, Frank Held will seek you here again on the
retreat, and then the rascal will force Emma here
~ marry him."
•
Mrs. Farrell promised to obey the advice thus
aiven after they had rested a few hours. and
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]i'ontenoy hastened away from .the tavern on a
horse borrowed from the friendly landlord. Striking into a side road, in order- to avoid the Enl?lish stragglers, the young' scout· J)ushed on as
fast as the heavy animal would bear him. Althou1?h Font~no v had uromised his mother that
he would leave the vounl!: prince to his . fate for
the present, the inclination to servl and rescue
the noble youth grew stron1?er an\! stronger on
him as he rode along, and several ulans occurred
to his mind for effecting that object. And Prince
Charley was in great danger, indeed. The Dutch
contingent under the Duke of Cumberland marched to take up a position in front of the village
of St. i\ntione, which was held by . the French,
with orders to commence the assault on the
enemy's lines earlv on the following morning. It
was close toward evening when CaJ)tain Held
and his troops re.ioined the Dutch force, which
was encamped near a wood on . the banks of the
Scheid. Before the night closed around the hostile camps a young officer attached to the Duke
of Cumberland's staff rode into the Dutch cam))
with fresh orders, and while riding alonl!: by one
of the bivouac fires he noticed the prisoner under
guard. · Prince Charley raised his eyes at the
.moment and a sli11:ht exclamation escaped from
him as he recognized the voung officer, with
whom he had been somewhat intimate in his
younl!,"er days. Without pretendinl? to reco1rnize
the prince, the yo ung aide rode on until he encountered Captain Held, of whom he made some
inauiries. The young officer rode to the English
camp as fast as -his horse wo_uld bear him, and he
then hastened to inform the Duke of Cumberland
of the important discovery he had made. The
young prince soon regained his courai:te. and
knowing full well that a l!"uard would soon arrive from the English headauarters to bear him
before the duke, he kept muttering to himself:
"I must trust to the friendly river and not to
the mercy of my enemies."
While he was still tugging away at the cords
the tramping of horses' feet· could be heard in
the direction of the English camp, and then a
loud voice rang out on the evening air, crying :
..'.' Captain Held, look- well to you_r prisoner."
- It was Colonel Barron who uttered the crv ·as
he dashed toward the bivouac fire at the head of
a strong '1-001> of horses, and Prince Charley
knew that the brutal officer had come to drag>
him , before the English general. Rising- to his
feet and making a desperate effort at the same
time, the hunted prince freed liis arms, _and then
he made a desperate bound for the sluggish river.
The Dutch troopers around him sent forth a
cry .of alarm, and attempted to sfay his flight, but
the gallant - youth reached. the river-bank and
plunged in, as he cried aloud: ,
"Better death in the water than on the scaffold."
Colonel Barron heard the outcry as he dashed
up to the camp-fire, and he pushed his horse on
to the river bank, veiling:
"In after him, you clown, and drag- him out!
His capture will count more than a victory over
the French for King George of England."
Five or six of the Dutch troopers did plunge
into the river .. while Colonel Barron kept crvfngout to those .-On the bank:
·
. "Don't. -fire on the fugitive when he \appears,
as he must be taken alive. Flash out torchee
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and be on the alert, Captain Held, as vour -Prisoner is a -person of Jrreat importance."
Captain Held had just arrived on the scene,
· and he was dreadfull y mortified at the escape of
one whom he had orders to Jruard so carefully.
Colonel Barron spranJr from his horse· and strode
down the river bank, with his eyes fixed on the
dark water, \s he muttered aloud:
"Why did I not recoJrnize him ?-and then my
fortune would be secured forever. The .mad vounir
_ fool does not appear aJrain, and he must have
perished in the water. Oh, what a f ate for the
last of the Stuarts!"
YounJ? as Prince Charley was at the time. he
had been under careful -training for the . adventurous life that was before him. Among his
other accomplishments, the gallant young fellow
was an excellent swimmer, and he could remain
under water as lonir as any expert swimmer in
the country. Before the torches were flashin11:
out over the river the fuJritive did raise his head
for a moment in order to draw breath, as well
as to make observations. In that brief snace
of time, and while the current was bearing him
down the stream, he could perceive a dense mass
of rushes along the edJ?e of the bank some distance below. Lowerinir his head aJrain Prince
Charley struck out for the rushes with. all his
might as he muttered to pimself : .
"There is hope yet, and I will escape my
enemies if fortune favors me. "
The plucky young prince did succeed in J?aininir the friendl y rushes, and he waded in amonJ?
them without attractinl?' the attention of his pursuers, who were then searchinir alon11r the shore
above him, while several boats were also engaJ?ed in the pursuit on the river. After drawing a Jong breath the hunted prince peered out
into the dark wood lining the river, as he said
to himself:
•
"Jf I could but slip out there without beinir
perceived, I may manage to escape around to the
French camp before morninir."
The voung prince had no sooner conceived the
- idea then he hastened to put it into execution.
Drawing himself out on the bank he crawled
across the path on his hands and knees, and he
reached the shelter of the wood ·without bein~
perceived by his enemies. So silent were ~is
movements that he did not attract t~ attention
of a person who was standing near tne edge of
a wood unti~ he ran full against him. The
stranger turned at once and clutched the pnnce
by the throat, flinging him to the ~round as he
hissed into his ear:
"I'll soon silence vou, whoever you are."
The prince recognized the voice on the instant
and he_ rejoined :
"Peace, I pray you, Fontenoy Farrell, as I at
your friend, Gilbert Bronson."

CHAPTER X.-Struggling Through the
Enemy's Lines.
Springing up -from the ground to where he had
ftung himself, the voung scout drew the fuJ?itive
up with him, as he whispered into his ear:
"A thousand pardons, sir, · but I swear that I
took you for one of those Dutch troopers in the
dark.,.

Fontenoy then drew the prince into the wood
keeping a sharp lookout before him at the sarn~
time, as he continued fo subdued tones:
"You 'had a _na rrow escape, sir. Have thev dis~
covered who you are?"
"I fear they have."
Prince Charley then went on to tell of his
meeting with the vounJ? officer, and of the hasty
arrival of Colonel Barron in the ·Dutch comp, and
he continued, saying:
"Could we not make a detour around the Eng~
lish camp to the left here?"
-"We could, but we would then xun as much
risk from falling in"With straJ?11:lers as by pushing straight ahead."
·
·
"Would it be possible to reach vour camp by
taking to the river?."
"It would be impossible to swim or dive up
against the current, and a boat would be riddled
if we .could even find one."
"Well, my good fri end, we can but be taken
or die in any case, and we will push on bv any
route you may think best."
The young scout knew that the Dutch encampment lay right in front of them, and he determined to push straight on with his ·companion.
While walking along through the wood as silent1y as possible, keeping a bright watch ahead and
around him, the younJ? scout pondered over the
various stratagems he had ever heard of being
put in force by the daring spies endeavoring to
penetrate an enemy's camp. The prince followed
a few steps behind, and they soon heard the
measured tread of a sentinel some paces ahead
of them. At that same moment a shout of alarm
ranJ? out from the bullrushes which had afforded
shelter to the young prince. Then out through
the wood behind them flashed several torches,
while a well-known voice could be heard crying: ·
"The prisoner gained a ianding by the rushes
here, a s his footprints can be seen. Scatter
through the wood in force and take him dead or
alive. Fifty J?old pieces for the man who first
discovers him."
DrawinJ? the younir prince into the shelter of
some thick bushes Fontenoy Farrell whispered
to him, sayinJ? :
"We cannot remain here inactive very lonir,
a!1d I have a propositi_on to make."
"What is it, my brave friend?"
"I propose, inasmuch a s there is some resemblance between us and ·that we are bo h
dressed alike, for me to make a dash through
the camp, and run the gantlet a s it were. When I
have either escaped or am taken you can pusn
down to the r\ver, as they will not be on th.e
lookout for you then. You may readily escape
by ·s wimrliinJ? across and-"
·
"I will not listen to such a l"roposition.'' interrupted the gallant young prince. "You would
be certain to be shot or captured while making a
dash through the ·Dutch lines in front of us. and
you must not sacrifice yourself for me. I have
sQJ'llething better to offer."
"What is it. sir?"
"Let us both dash forward tol>:ether an_d trust ·
to fortune."
Fontenoy Farrell pondered ·a few moments
over the proposa), the sounds of pursuit ·J?'l'owing nearer and nearer every instant."
·
Then turning to the wince, he grabbed hla
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hand, saying: "Steal forward with ine and we recognized the voice of the cruel colonel. and
he clenched his hand as he said to himself:
will see what can be done."
"Would that I could be face to face with that
They soon gained the edge ot the bushes, and,
peering out, Fontenoy could see tha t the whole brute on equal terms."
Captain Frank Held's voice was heard at the
of armed
German camp was on the alert. part:
men hastening therefrom to join in the. pursuit same time as he cried to his men:
"Be on the alert, soldiers, as it is certain that
in the wood behind them. The sentinel was pac•
ing to and fro within a dozen paces of them. and the prisoner is hiding in the wood here. His capFortenoy could see that his eyes were turned ture would be worth more than the ransom of a
in the direction where they were lying concealed. French marsh.al to the lucky one."
The two officers soon appeared in the open
Noting well the movements of the sentinel, and
motionin1! to his companion to hold back in the space where Fontenoy was actinl!' the part of a
bushes, the young scout crawled out toward the sentinel,, and the young scout presented his weapon at Colonel Barron's tall form as he cried in
enemy, as he said to himself:
"I must silence this fellow, and then secure his the Dutch tongue:
.~ 'Who comes there?"
gun, his clothes and the password."
"A friend," cried the colonel in English.
Then sentinel was on the alert, and he soon
And he then turned to Captain Held. who was
perceived a creeping object mo~ing toward him.
a few paces behind him, sayinlt':
"Who comes there, or is it onl y a swine?"
"By the way, Captain Held, what is your
T.aking- the hint, the young scout sent forth a
grunt or two, still drawing closer to the sentinel. cou·ntersign tonil!'ht ?"
"Advance and give the countersign," . cried
"What a daring youth! I trust that he will not
slay the soldier in bold blood, even though it may _Fontenoy, in the gruffest tones he could assume,
be ·necessary to save our lives. Ah, he is at him still keeping- weapon pointed at Colonel Barron,
which he muttered to himself:
_
now!"
"It would be almost just to send a bullet through
And Fortenoy was at the poor seutinel with the. cruel tyrant, but it would be murder for all
tremendous force and fttry. Before the· man could .t hat, and not a soldierly act at best."
utter a sinvle cry the dashing scout had him by
Captain Frank Held advanced with hasty
the throat, felling him to the groun~ almost. at strides and placed himself before Colonel Barthe same moment. The soldier•was still graspmJ!' ron, crying:
his weapon, but he was powerless to use it, when "Tournay is the ,password tonight, soldier, and
Fontenov commenced to drag him toward the this Englis h officer is on special duty with me.
bushes. ·as he hissed into his ear in the Dutch Did you notice any s tragglers passing here retongue:
cently ? '.'
"Be silent. or you are a dead ma n. Offer no
"I s aw no stragglers , captain," returned the
resistance, and you will be safe."
pretended sentinel.
Life was very sweet even to the poor Dutch
The words were scarcely out of his mouth
soldier, and the · startled fellow did not ~ake an y when a strul!'gle was heard in the bushes and a
resistance. The prince hastened to a ssist young roul!'h Dutch voice cried out:
Fontenoy in securinl!' their pris oner. bv t ying
"Treachery, treachery! I was the sentinel on
their scarfs and haildkerchiefs over his m outh. guard and I was surprised by enemies. Seize the
legs, and arms , dragginl!' his uniform off at the man in front of you, Captain Held, and come here
same time. When the prisoner was secured Fonte- to my rescue, or the rascal will choke . me to
no y whispered to the prince. sa ying ;
death."
'' Keep watch over him while I secure another
The prince then darted out from the bushes inand learn the countersil!'n at the s ame time."
to the open space near Fontenoy, and Colonel
The prince realized what Fontenoy was about,. ,Barron was the first to perceive him, as he dartand he saw the bold fellow putting on the coat ed after him crying:
and hat of the Dutch soldier, and .he said to him:
"It is the fugitive. Pursue and take him alive,
"I will watch the prisoner well, but be careful as he cannot escape us now."
how: you proceed for your own sake, m y brave
Fontenoy made a show of stopping the ful!'ifriend."
tive, aiminl!' a blow at his head, as he whis pered
"I will be careful, sir, for your sake a s well as to him in passing :
"Dart right on through the camp, and I will
my own. But we are in a desperate strait, and
protect the rear."
bold deeds alone can serve u s now."
The prince did not utter a word in reply, but
"A little strategy may help us also," added
Fentenoy, as he e:lanced ,at the helpless prisoner, darted on at full speed with several pursuers afwhile he. prepared to move out and take his place. ter him.
Fonte noy commenced to pace up and down a s
he said to himself:
CHAPTER XI.-The Dash for Life.
. "I only uray that some straggler may come
alonlt' now, and then for a bold move, through
During the confus ion arising from the sentithe Dutch camp with the young uririce."
nel's warning cries, none of the hearers could
Several stragglers were approachinl!' through comprehend that the sentinel in uniform before
the wood at the same moment, and Fontenoy soon them was playin2 a treacherous part. The voun1e
:recolt'nized Colonel Barron's voice al!'ain a s it prince was a fteet runner, and as he dashed on
the disguised scout ran after him, cryinlt' aloud
ranlt' out from the wood, crying:
"Search well, soldiers, and the prize to the in the Dutch ton2ue:
"Sto1> him, sto1> him, but do not fire. It is the
lnder will be a rich one."
The prince's blood boiled with anger as he also prisoner who escaped tonight!"
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Colonel Barron was also a swift runner, and them thundered over a score of the Dutch trOOJ>as he · was not encumbered with a heavy musket ers led by Captain Helq, who had at last recoghe was soon up with the younl? scout, crYinl?: nized his cousin Fontenoy aE> the rescuer of the
"Raise the' alarm again in your Dutch tone:ue." prince. One glance around at the old familiar
Fontenoy pretended to understand the words landmarks told .Fontenoy that he could not be
addressed to him and be actuated by a spirit of far from the advanced lines of the French.
Then :raising his voice to the very highest pitch
deviltry at the moment. · He stagl!'ered al!'ainst
the English colonel, giving him a heav y nunch in khe yelled aloud:
"For France to the rescue!"
the side with his musket at the same time.
Then a bugle blast rang out on the night air.
Colonel Barron went down utterinl!' fierce imCaptain ·Held heard that bugle blast as welJ as
precations at the stupidity of the Dutch soldier,
and Captain Held was on him before he could the shout, and he called a halt, crying:
rise again. In the meantime, young Prince
"That young fiend has escaped me once again."
.There was no mistaking the shout that greeted ·
CJlarley was makinl!' a , l!'allant dash throul!'h the
camp, taking l!OOd care in his rapid flight . to the adventurous youths a s Captain O'Falvey
avoid the bivouac fires a s much a s possible. Be- dashed to:ward t_hem at the head of fifty troopers
fore he had proceeded far, however, the alarm of the Insh B r1gad~. Fentenoy Farrell was rebecame l!'eneral, and several forms sprang to ceived with uproarious greetings, a s it was reintercept him. In order to make a diversion in ported t~at J:ie w~s dead, and he was extremely
his favor, Fontenoy dashed throul!'h the camp popular m his brigade. A s · the prince had good
.
reasons for not beinJ? recognized, even by his
after him, crying in a loud voic~:
"To arms, to arms, as the enemy are on us m warm-hearted Irish friends, he was introduced by
Fontenoy ..as a young gentleman from Brusseis
the rear!"
The drum s soon beat to arms, cries of alarm who had escaped from the Dutch camp with him.
were heard in different parts of the Dutch camp,
After carefully inquirinJ? as to the situation of
and general confusion prevailed for the time, as the Dutch position, to all of which he received
it was supposed that the active French had stolen the most prompt and iJ'\,t,elliJ?ent answers possia march on them to make a nil!'ht attack on their ble, Marshal Saxe remarR'ed:
.
.
re~
"I presume, my J?allant youth, that you are too
The prince took every advantage thus .offered to weary
for further exertion tonight?" ·.
him, and, guided by the .moon, he kept n~ht on.
"Not at all, General Saxe," was the prompt
Finding that the musket encumbered him, Fon- reply.
tenoy drew the bayonet therefrom and t hen
"I am very anxious to ascertain the fate of anplunged on the fa ster . after he ha~ flu ng the other
captured by the EnJ?lish this morninJ?. Will
.
heavy weapon away, while he kept crymg:
you dar.e to ven~ure into their lines again in quest
" To arms, ·to arms ! The French are on us m of
the mformat10n I seek?"
force in the 'rear !"
pleasure, J?eneral."
"With
in
on
kept
he
s
a
cry
that
heard
Captain Held
"Then rest for an hour, and I will then give
the pursui t with Colonel Barron, and he then
realized the caution given by the disarmed sen- you your final instructions."
Fontenoy did rest for an hour in an adioining
.
tinel in the bushes as .\le yelled alou d :
"The alarm is false, and that fellow shouting tent, and he received instructions from the old
is a traitor. Down with the two fugitives, and veteran. In less than ten. minutes after that he
was on the way to the English Jines.
·
fire on the rascals!"
Several shots were then fired at Fontenoy. Increasing his speed very much after fling ing away
the heavy musket, Fontenoy was soon up with
the young prince, and a s they da&hed on toCHAPTER XII.-A Female English Spy.
gether they stru ck down mor e than one of the
enemy who opposed them. They were very near
. ¥.'.hen old. Marshal Saxe l!'ave Fontenoy Farrell
the end of the camp when two office1·s on horse- hi s _mstruct10ns he left the younll: man to his own
back rode at them with their swords uplifted, devices as to the manner in which he sh ould enter
a nd one of them crying :
t~e ~nl!'lish camp. Havinl!' arranl!'ed a sultable
"Halt there, you rascals, or we will cut you d!Sl!UJSe, the younll: scout made a detour around
·
down."
the front of the Enl!'lish lines, so as to make ' it
Fontenoy had barely time t o say to his friend appear when detected ·that he was not cominll:
f~om the direction of the French c;amp. On the
ere they closed in tl;le encounter:
ml!'ht before the day of the eventful battle. the
"Cut them down and secure the horses."
As if to show a bright example, the dashing Du'i;:e of Cumberland was seated in his tent when
young fellow sprang at one of the riders and Colonel Barron .was announced. When the officer
dealt him a heavy blow with the bayonet that wa s admitted, he requested a private interview
sent him rolling f :i;om the horse. In another in- with his l!'e°neral, and it was at once l!'ranted.
stant the victor was in the empty saddle and the Coloned Barron then informed the Duke of Cumhorse's head wa~ tu r ned toward the- French camp. berland aboµt the daring escape of the disguiseil
The prince had followed the brilliant example Prince and the younl!' scout from the Dutch camp,
before him, a s he used his sword with l!'reat dex- and concluded by sayinl!':
terity, striking his opponent from t~e horse nearly
"I have thoul!'ht it wise, noble duke, not to inas quick. a s young Fontenoy. Bemg an expert form any one of the di scovery made regardinll:
horseman Charley sprang into the saddle al so.
the younl!' Stuart, and I have reason to believe
Using their weapon s to urge on their steed s that hi s presence will not ' be made known in the
they dashed along at a fur ious pace. On after French camo."
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"I imal?ine you have formed some plan for
the young traitor in our power. Is 'it not
the truth, Colonel Barron?"
.
"It is, noble duke. The person who has just
brought me information from the French camp
· has offered a sugl1,"estion for retaking the pri s on~
er, and I believe that it may be carried ·out."
· "Is that the person who has just brought us
such h1formation . as to the 1>0sitions of the
French around Fontenoy?"
"The same, noble Duke. That person is ready
to return to the French camp tonight in order to
· act against the young prince, against whom she
' has a PFivate cause of enmity."
Colonel Barron then proceeded to explain the
~roject pro-Posed, and in a s brief terms as -1>ossible, to all of which the Duke of Cumberland gave
a• ready a ssent. Having- arranged the plot against
young Charley Stuart, Colonel Barron left the
tent, and proceeded to his own quarters. About a
quarter of an hour afterward { he English colonel
left his tent with a woman who wore a large
cloak, the hood of which concealed her features.
Passing along to the side of the camp, the English officer escorted his companion in silence until
they reached a side road just outside the English
lines, and then left her. The young woman then
hastened away toward the French camp, while
Colonel Barron turned toward his own camp mut.tering :
' "Would that I had . thought of settiIJJ? her on
that infernal young Irish spy, but I will be even
with him yet, and Heaven help him if he falls
into my hands after the battle tomorrow. Who
comes here? "
The words were addressed to an old Flemish
peasant who had just emerged on the road from
a side lane, and who was then advancing toward
the Engli sh officer with trembling steps. The old.
man grasped a. large stick by both hands. learung
on it for support as he tottered along.
"I am Jacob Betz, sir, and I am going to my
cottage in the vale down below."
"Turn your steps and come with me, a s I believe you are a French spy."
· On being thus addressed t he. attitude of the old
man became changed on the instant. Straightening himself up to his full h~ ight, and without
retreating a step, he raised h is heavy stick with
one haand a s he retorted : ·
"I will not turn at your command, and old a s
I am I will def end myself if you a ssail me."
Muttering a fierce imprecation, ·Colonel Barron
struck out with his weapon with the purpose of
striking the stick from the hand's of the old
fellow. ·The peasant drew back one step only a nd
parried the blow with app a,rent ease. "\ Then ' he
cracked his skull with his stick. sending him t o
the ·ground unconscious. The old man bent down
over his opponent and secured hi s sword and
vistols, a s he muttered to himself:
"I have given this t yrant another lesson, and I
only hope that I will meet him afld Fra nk Held
on the battlefield tomorrow."As the old man sooke he broke the sword
across his knee and flung it on the ground beside
its owner. Bending down ag ain, he placed his
hand on the brea st of the insen sible ma n, a s he
muttered aloud:
·
"I gave him a sturd y blow, but he will soon
~tting
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recover ~rom it. These papers m;y be of account, '
and I will take th~m · along with me."
Fontenoy Farrell then drew· forth . a · bundle of
papers from the pocket of the fallen man and
placed -them in his own, as he said· to hims..elf:
I
"How strange it was that I should encounter
the person I sous;rht in -company with C"olonel Barron, ' ~nd that I should overhear enough to pla:ce
her bfe at stake; I will now hasten back after
. her as my errand in the English camp is ac- ·
complished. Poor Prince Charley, you are beset
by many -enemies, but I trust that I will J?uard
,
y.ou a~in tonight."
On reaching the French lines Fontenoy Farrell
proceeded at once to the tent of the old marshal,
who was greatly surprised and deeply moi:tified
at the authentic information brought to him by
the young scout. It was fully
quarter of
hour after receiving the blow before Colonel Barron arose from the ground in a bewildered state
of rrund, and he stared around, as he muttered
to himself: "May the fiend seize me if the fellow
was not a SllY, and he has secured my l)apers.
I'll wag.e r mY. life on it, it was that younir fiend
of the Irish Brigade himself, and no other."
The defeated man then picked up his sword and
staggered toward the English camp, rubbing- hia
head the while.
"I must save the young woman at all hazard>')
and I will have vengeance on the fofernal younJr
spy ere the day dawns."

a
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CHAPTER XIII.-The English Spy In the
·Ca)Jlp of the Irish Brigade.
When Fontenoy Farrell left the French ~·en
eral's tent he hastened with all speed toward the
camp of the •Irish Brigade. As the young scout
drew near his friends, sounds of mirth and
revelry could be heard on all sides. · Fontenoy
knew that Prince Charley was Colonel Dillon;s
guest for the night. and he directed his steps toward the tent of that gallant officer, where s9me
of the choicest spirits of the brigade had assembled to make merry before the battle. When
the excitement had somewhat subsided, Fontenoy
Farrell entered the tent, where he was received
w_ith _ the warmest satutations by all present. as
h1~ last darii;ig !feed in bursting .through the
Dutch camp was known to each. On casting his
eye around the young scout' perceived the disguised prince seated at the head of the table .
near Colonel Dillon. It chanced that a place was
vacant beside the young prince. who r eceived his
late companion in the most cordial manner as he
said to him in subdued tones:
"I only hope that you will one day sit at my
festive board a s my honored guest , m y brav.e I
young frien d."
At that · moment a soldier entered the tent. 1
holding a note in his hand and addressed Colonel I
Dillon, sa ying: •
"There ·' is a messenger outside, colonel. who ·
sends me in with a note for the young gentleman
called Gilbert Bronson."
The colonel took the note from the soldier's
hand and handed it to the disguised prince, saying: "I hope it is not from a lad y-love, who will
take you away from us this merry night."
The young man then opened the note, an4
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Fortenoy Farrell could see that he was deeply
affected as he read the contents, which ran as
follows:

prince grabbed the young woman's hood and tore
it from her head as he cried:
"I will see who you are in .any case."
A slight scream burst from the voun1r woman
,,
'.'To Gilbert Bronson, so calle.d :
on being- thus a ssailed, and she then izlared at
"If you desire to see one whom you profess to the disguised prince with an.e:r v eyes , a s she exlove, follow the bearer of this not e without a sk- claimed:
~nl? any questions.
~
"You are a wretch, and this is mv reward for
·
. "It is all important to me that my whereabouts trying to serve you."
should be kept secret and I enjoin on vou to be
Font enoy Farrell advanced and olaced his hand
s ilent on the subject whether you see . fit t o de- on the young woman's shoulder, as he said to
cline the visit or hasten to-Jenet Ferroy.''
- her : "You are my prisoner, madam, and I think
you will get your proper r eward, but not from
· Fontenoy still kept his eye on the young prince those you serve best ."
after he had read the note, and he saw that his
A terrified scream burst ·from the young womhand trembled as he placed it in his breast an, and she grew back, crying :
The
disguised
prince
-then
arose
and
a
dnocket.
"Hands off, you wretch, a s I am under the prodressed Colonel Dillon."
t ection of Marshal Saxe."
· "I ask your permission to retire for a while,
"And mine, also," cried a voice, as Colonel
Colonel Dillon."
Barron and Captain Held sprang out from the
· The request was readily granted,. and the wood on them, followe d by four troopers on fdot .
young prince left the tent. Fontenoy said in
Not the slightest expression of surprise burst
whispered tones:
from Fontenoy or his two frien ds on being thus
"Grant me permission to follow our friend, assailed by superior numbers, but Fighting
~olonel, as I have reason t() know that he will
O'F alvey drew his sword on the instant and
need my aid before very long, and I also desire spran.e: in among t hem cr yin.e::
t..o take a friend with me."
"Here's at you, you. rascals, if you were twice
"Certainly, m y lad," was the prompt reply. a s many.''
The young scout then left the t ent without atP rince- Charley reco.e:nized Colonel Barron's
tractine: an y attention, and as he passed Fiirht- voice on the inst ant, and f eelin.e: at last a ssured
ing O'Falvey he whispered into his ear:
that the young- woman was olayin g a t reacherous
part wit h him, he drew t he sword he had la tely
"Follow me, please." .
The two friends were soon out on the track of se~ured, also, and faced the- Eng-lish lines, as he
the young- prince, whom they es pied · talking to a cried :
"Thank fortune, we have met again."
youne: da msel wearing- a cloak, the hood of which
The younl? prince then set on t l\e Eng-lish colshe kept well over her face. The dise:uised pr ince
soon foll owed t he e:irl as she led him along onel ·with intense vig-or, while the treacherous
throue:h the camp gr ound towar d the side road young woman drew back to-ward the English
·
•
before mentioned. Font en oy and his ,comoanion lines, as she cried:
noticed that the youne: woman passed the sen"For mercy sake, do not slav the young- man:
tinels without an y t r ouble, and that she present- but take him prisoner."
ed a paper t o two officers whom she encountered ..
"He will never take me prisoner, false crea Under the e:uidartce of his cloaked companion ture," cried the disg-uised prince. as he fot-ced his
thev passed the outpost s of the Irish Brigade. stalwart adversary back on t he roaa.
and they were soon out on the lonely road leadine:
The fi1?hting was tenific, but the E n1?lish were
out to t.he English lines. They had already passorced to ftee for their Jives, while Fontenoy
ed to the right of the French lines, when heavy seized the "woman and they conducted her t<>
. footsteps were hea rd behind them, and a familiar Marshal Saxe's tent .
voice fell on the' ear of the disg-uised prinqe.
crying :
"Where are you bound for, Monsieur Bronson ?
The . prince turned impatiently on recognizing
C HAPTER XIV.-The Trial . of t he Female
Fontenoy Fa.rrell's voice and replied :
Spy . .
"I'm payine: a private visit, frien d, and I bel?
that you will not anno y me."
· '
"I beg your pardon, sir, but ar~ you aware
Late wp.s the hour, and wear y as the old inthat you are marchine: direct mto the Eng-lish valid French .e:eneral must have been, he 1?ave
eamp."
or der s t o admit Fontenoy Farrell and his prisonThe younl? prince turned suddenly on his fe- er into the tent when their presence was anmale companion a s he demanded: " Did vou not nounced outside. Prince Charle'y accompaRied his .
tell me, woman, that you were 1ruiding me to the friend, a nd he kept staring- at. the young- woman..
"I do n ot reoo.e:nize her, yet there is somethinir
rear of the French· lines?"
•
· "Dear me, can it be DO&,Sible tha t I have lost fa milia r to me _in her voice and fe<ltures."
m y way? "
When tl\e -younl? woman entered the tent the
"It is possible, madam, a nd very probable at old mar shal was reclining- on a couch, and he liftthat," retorted young Fontenoy in dry tones.
ed his head and fixed his eyes on her in a stem
"If you w.ish to izo to the rear of the French mariner as he remarked:
" And so you have been intri1?uin1? with the
lines, madam," said Fiizhting O'Falvey, "that
Ene:lish, madam, while you have been in the PQ
is your way."
· A.a if. seized by a sudden impulse the disguised of the French king dur~ the calm>aiim." .
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"That is true, Marshal Sa,xe, and · I trusf that
you will not believe my false accusers."
"After :vou left this camp this evenine:. madam.
we ·r.eceived the information that you were seized
b~ the Ene:iish and threatened with death as a
;-py."

1

"That is the truth, Marshal."
"I then ,sent a trusted messen11:er to the Engiish camp in order to effect your release. if nossible. That messetie:er discovered vou in consultation with a certain Ene;lish colonel outside
.. their lines. After arranginiz certain matters with
him to return to the French camn.''
. "That is the truth, Marshal Saxe. as I had sueceeded in baffling the En11:lish a11:ain. and I was
returnine: with information to you. as well as
with a messa11:e from a youne: lady in whom that
person is interested."
As the brazen youn11: creature thus spoke she
cast a threatenin11: 11:lance at the disizuised prince.
as if she meant to say to him:
"If you attempt to denounce me I will betray
a secret of yours.''
·
The old marshal nicked up the uacket on the
table and drew forth one of the documents as he
continued, sayiin11::
ffi ·
b
"After- you left the En11:lish 0 cer my rave
messene;er attacked him and defeated him in
sine:le ·combat. He . then secured these l>~P.ers.
which contain a correct account of our nositions
for the battle expected tomorrow, toe:ether with
the number of men which we hold readY, to oppose the enemy. Can you deny that the writine:
in this document is yours?"
"I cannot speak openly before those persons,
Marshal Saxe, and I bee: that you will e:rant me
a private interview at once."
· ·
The old marshal shook his head and then turned to youne: Fontenoy, sayine::
.
"Please make a report .of your proceedme:s
since you returned to camp tonight."
The youne: scout then e;ave an account of his
adventures .with the female spy and clearly
' proved that she was :/iiticinl?' the dis11:uised wince
into ·the Enl!:lish lines when he interrupted her.
Prince Charley was compelled to confirm the
statement. and he produced the note which he
had received savine; :
".Marshal Saxe. I regret that I am compelled
to bear testimony against this younl!: woman, and
I cannot understand how she came in oossession
of this note.''
.
The old general read the note, and then stared
at the female spy with threatening eves as he
demanded:
"Did you nQt write that note yourself, and are
you not well aware that the person you allude tois now .in,, Paris? Speak, madam, and confess
your guilt.
The young woman broke down before the
threatening eyes and stern voice of the old l!'enera!, a~d she .fell oi: ·her knees as s~e held UP her
ha!,!d's m an ~mplo~m.g manner, crvmJr: . .
Ma_Y I perish w1thm. an hour, general, if I was
not faithful to YO':' until I heard that. that .V?ungwretch was ~ere m the camp, and the sPtnt of
vengeance seized me, as I have r-eason to hate
him and to pursue <him to the death."
The old j;("eneral and the young · prince sJ;ared
at the kneelinir woll)an as the latter demanded:

"Ri5e and explain, madam," demanded the old
11:eneral.
The young woman did ree:ain her feet, and she
fixed her eyes on Prince Charley as she demanded: "You are acquainted with a youne: lady
known as Jarfet Ferroy, sir."
"Ilwas," was the prompt reply.
"On the honor of a .prince and ·a e;entleman, can
you deny that you broke a sacred pledize to her?"
"On my sacred honor, I solemnly declare that
I have broken no pledize to the youn11: lady you·
mention. What is she to YOU, madam, and why
should you assail m~ on her account?"
"Base, lviniz wretch," cried the younsi: vioman,
in frantic tones. •"Janet Ferroy is inv sister, and
she swore to me before I left Paris that voii
promised to make her your wife, even thoue:h·
:vou were heir to the throne of Endand."
The female spy then turned on the old French
general exclaimine;:
.
"You are mistaken in sayine: that I wrote the ·
note handed to this wanderiniz nrince tonight.
Marshal Saxe, as my sister is here in the rear··
of the French camp now, and then out beforethem strode a youniz izirl, cr:vin11::
"It is true that I wrote that note, vile traitor- .
ess, but not for the puruose of enticinl?' that
youne: stran11:er, and he sprang forward to clasp .
her hand. as he exclaimed:
.
"My dear Janet, I knew that you would not attempt to betray me into the hands of m:v enemies.
ls it true that I ever made any false promises to
you?"
The youn1r stranizer cast a stornful.-glance at
the female spy, as she replied:
·
"It is not true, noble prince."
The speaker then 'turned on Fontenoy Farrell
with a smile, as she asked:
"Do you not remember me, FontenoY. as we
were once playmates toirether?"
"I do recoiznize you, Janet, but I did not remember that you had a sister."
"This person is only my adopted sister," answered the younir stranirer.
The accused youne: woman turned on the. beau· tiful younir stranizer in a wrathful manner as she
cried:
"I am not French, and I owe no alle11:iance to
the French kine:. If I have failed in capturinl!.'
him, I have not failed in l!:iving- such information
to ·the Enl!:lish as will lead them to victory tomorrow. I now defy you all to do y ur worst.
Marshal Saxe, hasten my execution or the brave
English will rescue me in the morning.''
"Will you not admit, madam. that you forced
' yourself on me when you offered to become a spy
on the 'enemy?"
·
"That is the truth, Marshal Saxe. bul I was
in the employ of the enemy before I eniral!'ed
with you, and English e:old is far more p1entifdl
than yo urs. Now, what is my fate to be?" ·
The old marshal beckoned Fontenoy Farrell toward him, as he wz:ote an order on a slin _of
paper. Then addressml!' the young scout in whispered tones, he said: "Lead that wretched
creature outside our lines and let her proceed to
the English camp. Thanks to the iti.formation
you have given, her treachery will not avail the
enemy on the morrow." .
The younir scout then led her from ·the tent.
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while .the old ireneral turned to "t he youn"i? prince in1r his irood positions for ' the time, as a failure
sayinir:
on the part of the Enirlish to take them was
· ... As I cannot expect you take part with us in eQuivalent to a defeat. ·The officers of the Irish
tomorrow's battle, I will reQuest you to retire Briirade were anxious to take part in the A?reat
to the rear, or you may fall into. ·the hands of struirirle, and many were the ea2'er irlances cast
those who pray for your death soon a2'ain." .
at the top of the hill before them, in the fond
Prince Charley thanked the old 2'eneral and . hope of seeing- an orderly ridin2' from Marshal
then retired with the youn2' lady. Before they Saxe with the welcome word for acti(m. Hours
reached the Irish camp und·er escort, Fontenoy and hours passed, .and the soldiers and chiefs of
Farrell was with them a2'ain. The youn2' scout the Irish Bri2'ade were fairl. eatin2' their hearts
hastened to his own tent, where he slept soundly in impatience. but that order did not· come. When
until aroused by the bu2'le blast callin2' on the the order to· march was 2'iven, that splendid body
men of the Irish Brigade to form themselves in of seven or ei1rht thousand men moved slowly forbattle array. When the . young scout hastened ward into action, with several pieces of cannon
out he found that all was excit~ent around him. in front and at each side of them, while bodies
while the booming of cannon in front announced of li2'ht horse hovered around them to keep back
that the great battle had commenced. The brav- the enemy's skirmishers. As the En2'lish column
est veterans of France and England, led on by moved on by the wood of Barri, it was exp0sed
their 2'reatest 2'enerals.- and the Irish Brigade to a hot fire of artillery, but it swept on throu2'h
was to play its part in the memorable strife .
the storm and reached a position behind Fontep.oy. Then the real stru2'2'le of the day commenced. From the ·t·op of the hill above Marshal
Saxe saw the· object of that splendid column. and
he ·hurled his tro·o ps at hand a2'8inst them, cavCHAPTER XV.-The Field of Fontenoy.
alry and infantry chargin2' in turn; yet on kept
' · While Kin2' Louis of France .was supposed to that solid mass, sweepin2' all before it. Up the
hill moved t-he chosen troaps of Eng-land. firin2'
~ve command of the French troops at the battle
of Fontenoy, old Marshal Saxe closed his own at their foes, from musket and cannon with dead1rlorious· career by the disposition which he made ly effect. From the hill Kin2' Louis and his
of the French bri2'ades on that eventful day. friends 0eheld the march of the proud En2'lish
The old veteran was so weak on the momin2' of . host, and he called on Marshal Saxe to hurl his
the battle that he had to be borne around on a . household j.roops a2'ainst it. Those chosen troops
stretcher when inspecting his troops. The battle were tne bravest veterans in the French army,
and they were never known to retreat before an
commenced early in the mominir by the Dutch enemy.
Down ·the hill they charired, and on to
contin2'ent attempting- to take the town of St.
Antoine. The villaJ?e of Fontenoy was the center meet them swept the En2'lish column.
A fearful conflict ensued, yet it lasted but a
o~ the · French position, and on the hill behind it
King- Louis and his son watched the stru2'irle. few minutes, as the French were hurled back in
Behind that )1.ill was the Irish Bri2'ade. Lord disorder; and still on up the hillside pressed that
Clare commanded the Irish troops that day, and solid En2'lish column, movin2' as steadily as when
he soon received an order to hold himself" and startmir out on that famous · charge. Then away
his briirade ready as a reserve. Fontenoy Farrell flew orderlies,, down the hill, and the Irish Briwas a proud youth as he rode out that morninir gade was ordered up to charire the En2'lish colon his g-ood charirer. As the young- scout was a umn in its victorious march. One wild shout
privileired character in his reiriment, he rode be- arose from the men of the briirade as thev form~
side his friend Captain O'Falvey, who was also ed into line, and then all was as still aS death..
bursting- with impatience for a charg-e on the The victorious En1rlish column had reached the
Enirlish enemy. Early in the afternoon the brow of the hill when their Irish foes commenced
French were successful on all sides. as they had to march up ag-ainst them.
Lord Claz.:e -rode out at the head of his men,
defeated their enemies in every attempt made
by them to break throu1rh their lines and 2'ain a and be shouted to them. crying-:
"Do not fire a sing-le shot, but char1re on them
.possition on the road to Turnay. After the Irish
re1riment of horse had assisted in repulsing the with the cold steel. Let the cry be, 'Fo.r venireDutch at St. Antoine young- Fontenoy encount- ance and for Erin!'"
Up the hill rushed the Irish Brigade on the
ered a young- peasant living- in the neighborhood
double-quick, and on the slope above the Enirlish ·
who placed a note into his hand, saying- :
"This is from the Dutch camp and I saw them stood to meet· them, with their g-uns reloaded and
their . cannon ready · to play on their old foes.
there myself in Frank Held's tent."
On and on rushed the Irish without firing- a
· The youn'g scout became excited on the instant,
as he felt a presentiment that his mother and sing-le shot, and the Eng-lish reserved their fire
Emma Held were in dang-er a1rain. The note until the 1rallant sons of Erin were close on
which he had received from the young peasant, them.
who had escaped from the Dutch camp in the ' Then into the Irish ranks poured a deadly
confusion of the battle, was written by Emma volley, and down on the 1rreen hill-side went at
Held.- and it informed young- Fontenoy that his least a third of their number.
mother and herself had a1rain been . captured by · Still up sprang- the others shoutin2' their 2'lor,., Captain Held, and that they were held as enemies ious war-cry, and then in on the En2'lish lines
· ..
and spies. The impatient youn1r scout then prayed burst the impetuous avenirers, crying: ·
"Revenge! Remember our ruined homes and
fervently for an · advance on the enemy in the
.
hope that· he would be able to rescue : his dear En2'lish perfidy."
The veteran En2'lish troopi;i met that desperate
. triends.· .Marshal Saxe was satisfied with hold-
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chal"j!'e like heroes, and the struggle was fearful on the previous night and who had retired to the
rear with him, was sleepinJ? in a neii;rhboriilll'
fnileed .
·'. Twice did they give way before the rushing cottalle, and the prince did not care to arouse
tide of Irish bayonets, and twice did they form her to inform her of his movements.
again at the orders of their brave offic.e rs.
· On .~aininsc the edsce of the wood the youngAt the first onset the Irish forced theb' foes i;rentlem~ could see and hear that the battle
back to the top of the hill, and they rushed at was already in proscress close below him. Bethem again, dealing death and wounds with c.ominsc intensely excited as he watched the scene
every cry as they pierced the English ranks on and. having acQuired some knowledsce of warfare:
·
all sides.
he moved alonsr to a better position without
. The broken English column retreated .s ullenly noticini;r whither he went. He did not even notice
down the hill toward the village of Fontenoy, the frischtened peasants of the neighborhood
and on after them pressed the .impetuous Irish, peerini;r out at him from the wood, or the movements of Fontenoy, and he saw the great columµ
dealing staggering blows ·a t every step.
. Stunned and shattered, and broken by the furi- of veterans moving to that splendid charJ?e. The
ous charge of the Irish Brigade, the survivors of young prince then beheld the sclorious Irish Brigthe last ·desverate strui;rgle fled in dismay, while ade marchinsc up to assail their foes, and his
in on them dashed some of the French troops heart beat all the "faster while he muttered
aloud:
who had suffered defeat before.
"What a pity it is that the brave Irish are
Back through the French camp dashed the
fuJ?itives in total disorder, their numbers 11:.row- doomed . to fight against my countrymen. If I
ing less at every step, until scarcely a relic was were Kmg of England I would abolish all the
left of that grand column .which· had almost hateful la~s framed ascainst the Irish people."
A mocking laugh ran2' out from behind him
turned the field ·o f Fontenoy into another Waterloo. The sun went down over Fontenoy that eve- at the moment, and lie had barely time to tum
ning with the English and Dutch mourning over around· when he found himself surrounded bv a
a terrible defeat, while the French kinJ? and his party of Ensclish and Dutch troopers, led on by
old marshal were refoicinP' at the great victory. Colonel Barron. The unfortunate prince was
After the fierce struggle was over, the survivors seized on the instant, while the En.e:lish colonel
of the Irish Brigade returned to their camp to cried:
"You. could not escape me, Charlie Stuart, as ,
bury their dead, and to rejoice over the crushin11:
defeat of their old foes. The victory was a de- my spies have been watchinll.' you since those j
cisive one· for the French, a s all the great towns In sh doses rescued you last ni.e:ht."
The prisoner was soon placed on horseback, in Flanders held by the English and Dutch soon
fell Into their hands, and the Duke of Cumber- and the party rode back a11:ain at full speed, mak·land was driven out of . the disputed country. in.e: for the Dutch camp. On reaching the rear
While the foot regiments of .the doriomr brigade of the camp, the prisoner was led into a small
were thus winning immortal renown the regi- cottai;re where· he was surprised to see Fontenoy
ment of horse was not idle. Young Fontenoy Farrell's mother and Emma Held, who was also
Farrell charged with that regimen t several times held . a s captives. · A stronsc n!lrd was placed
during the afternoon, but it ·was only after the around the cottasce under the command of Capcrushii\g defeat of the 2-reat English· column that tain Held, and Colonel Barron rode . away, cryhe had had a chance of pushing on toward the ing:
Dotch camp. When the British bugles rang out
"Look well to your prisoners, captain, while I
a general retreat, and the Dutch fell back from hasten to· char11:e against the enemy."
,
before St. Antoine in great disorder, the Irish
Mrs. Farrell and Emma recoscnized the younsr
regiment of horse with two French reciments man on the instant, and they were both aware
were ordered to rush forward in pursuit.
that he was Prince Charley Stuart. Fontenoy's
mother was proud to hear of the achievements of
her son on the previous nii;rht, as related bv the
·
young prince, who concluded by savi:n.e::
"I have a firm belief that he will rescue · us
CHAPTER XVI.-After the Battle.
yet."
Mrs. Farr~fl then told of the wonderful dream
Young Prince Charley was up bright and early her husband had lon11: years before, and she conon the morning of the battle, as he was very cluded by asking the young price:
"How goes the battle, noble sir?"
anxious to witness the great struggle if possible.
"When I last looked on the struggle," replied
As the young man's . father was an imbecile at
the time, ?he son was regarded as the lawful king the younj!' man, "the En11:lish were bearin11: all
of England by a large portion of the people who before them, havinJ:?: forced and carried the
were opposed to the reigning Dutch monarch. French center in a gallant manner, but the Irish
If the French lost that battle, Prince Charley Brigade was about to engaire them as a last
must give up all hope of gaining his throne .at resort."
that time. Being free to go and come when he
Captain Held then entered the cottage and adpleased, and · after making some inquiries of the dressed Emma: in excitecl tones saying:
.
-peasants around him, the vouni;r man hastened
"You must prepare for a .iourne.y, as we must
away to a wooded hill on the left of the battle- move at once. If you will be my wife I promise
.field, from the edge of which he hoped to gain a you full prntection."
·.rood view of the warlike operations below. The
"I'll ne:ver be your wife," cried the youn11: girl.
)'oung lady who appeared in Marshal Saxe's tent
The prmce cast his eyes out of the window at
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the moment and a scene of the utmost conf.usio,n
met his gaze. The Dutch and English troopers
were retreating in the wildest order, and he could
readily see that they had suffered ·a crushing.
defeat. While he was still looking out, Captain
Held spranrc out of the cottage door to prepare
for the .iourney, and along toward them rode
Colonel Barron at the head of his regiment of
horse. Halting his regiment before the cottage
the English colonel cried:
"Out with the prisoners, Captairi Held, and
away with us, as we are sorely pressed."
Wild rinl!.'ing shouts were heard on the road
behind, and then on to the attack dashed the
Irish horse regiment, Captain O'Falvey and Fonteno y Farrell riding in front. Colonel Barron
wheeled his horsemen to meet that fiery onset,
as he was determined to bear the prince away at
all hazards, when the Irish troopers bore down
on them shouting their war cries; and then a
fierce battle ensued. That struggle was soon
over, however, as the English were forced to fly
in wild disorder, leaving many of their dead and
wounded on the roadside. Captain O'Falvey faced
Colonel Barron at the first onset, and the cruel
·E nglishman was sent reeling from his saddle
with a terrible cut 11cross· his face. Fontenoy
- Farrell encountered Captain Held almost at the
same moment, and the youn.lt' scout of the Irish
Brigade put a full stop to the career of his
treacherous cousin.
It was night.. after the battle, and the Irish
troopers of the Brigade were encamped near the
cottage where Prince Charley had been held a
_p risoner. That gailant prince was seated in the
cottage with Fontenoy Farrell, and the young
man's mother and Emma Held wer~ present also.
Addressing the young soldier of the Irish Brigade, Prince Charley said:
"I fan never thank you enough, my brave
friend."
· "Don't mention it at all, noble sir," responded
Fontenoy. "This has been a great day for France
and for the Irish Brigade, and it is said that the
campaign is ended for the present."
"I presume it is. The English will be compel,led to retreat from Flanders, and all the great
cities will fall into the hands of the French."
Fontenoy looked earnestlv a~ the young prince
ere he ventured t o ask: )
"Will the victor affect you in any way, noble
sir?"
The · young prince's eves brightened a little as
he replied: ·
"I trust that it will, and I have reason to believe that I will embark for Scotland ere many

days are over, where I will raise my standard
and make a brave effort for gaining ' my
throne."
Fontenoy grasped the hand of the young
prince. a.: he said to "him:
"May Heaven prosper you, sir, and if you will
permit me I will accompany you to Scotland, as
the fod:iting is all over here for the present."
Fontenoy Farrell did accompany Prince Charley to Scotland, where he took an active part in
the glorious struggle that soon took place there.
The gallant young scout survived that struggle,
and, after passing through many thrilling adventures, he returned to his old home aJ?::ain,
when Emma Held became his wife. The warlike youth also .io\ned the Irish Brigade again.
and Jie soon rose to the rank of colonel. Many
years after his marriage Fontenoy fell on the
field of battle, ending his glorious career in the
same· manner as his brave father.
Next week's issue· will contain "MINDING HIS
BUSINESS; -0r, MARK HOPKINS'S MOTTO."
. '

RADIO FOR ENTOMBED MINER
Experimental work designed to test the availability of radio as a means of communication between miners entombed following fires and disasters 11-nd rescuing parties on the surface, conducted by tl;ie Department of the Interior . at the
Pittsburg experiment station of the Bureau of
Mines, indicates that ordinary radio apparatus
would not be practicable for the purpose, says the
Scientific American. There is some promise, however, in the application of "wired wireless," or
-line radio, which under mine conditions means
transmission along metallic conductors such as
water pipes, compressed air pipes, power and
lighting circuits and mine car tracks, and the ,
u se of ground-current methods of signaling.
Because of the higher conductivity and re- ·
sultant attenuation of the high-frequency radio
waves in penetrating the earth, ralatively high
power equipment, which means bulk and weight,
would be required for mine rescue purposes. For
r~liable communication by pure radio over distances of even 1,000 to 2,000 f eet through strata,
transmitting e uipment with an input of from
50 to 200 watts or more, and used in conjunction
with a sensitive receiver. would be required.
Such equipment "would be much too bulky and
complicated to fulfill the reauirements for practical IPine apparatus.
..,.
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LANKY ANDY'S LUCK
-Or,-

. The Rocky Road to Fortune
By FRED FEARNOT
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est young man in the whole State, but that he
wasn't a beauty.
He laughed and said:
"Well, the teacher tells the truth every time,
and she is about the only lady I know who does."
'My! are there no other girls who can tell the
truth?"
"Yes, there are plenty of them, but they don't
do it."
·
"Well," laughed the little girl, "that is a lefthanded compliment, I'm sure."
·

CHAPTER IV.-(Continued)
CHAPTER V.
Lanky Andy's Pugilistic Painting.
As a usual thing boys and girl s are cruel to
each other. They like to make each other squirm,
When Freckles saw that Andy wouldn't notice
mentally if not physically ; but he laughed at all her at the party she a ssumed a very stiff air herof them, and paid no attention t o suggestions that self, and whenever his name was mentioned in
were hurled at him.
her presence she elevated her nose, and looked
"Say, Lanky," calle!i out one of t he boys, " I as though she really didn't know him. He paid
saw you talkinl?' to the teacher one af ternoon last no attention to her, even when other parties came
week."
to him and said they heard her say this and that
"Y,es, I used to talk to her every day when I and the other thing.
·
went to school; in fact, I said my less ons to -her."
There were some larger boys present, who were
"Oh, so did all of us."
quite anxious to bring ·about a rumpus, so one of
"Yes, but none of us ever had h er ar ms ar ound them went up to him and said:
our necks."
"Say, Andy, Freckles says that you are the
"Well, I did once, and' you can bet I'll never meanest low-down boy in the district, and that she
forget it a s long as I live."
-wouldn't wipe her feet on you. Now!"
By and by he went into the house, and shook
"Nick," he replied, "that's a jigger."
hands with quite a number of other boys and
"Honest, now," returned Nick. "I heard her
girls; but he passed Freckles witho~t ~o mu~h a s say it."
looking at her, although she was s1ttmg with a
"That's two jiggers, Nick, and if you give me
J;mile on her face, ready to put out her: hand the another one I'll give you a staggerer."
moment she noticed a movement on his part to 7' "No, you can't, Andy. You can't use me as you
do so.
did Tom."
A s he passed her without noticing her the smile
"All right. You make use of a good girl's name
disappeared from her face, and she turned quite a}\d I'll show you. Freckles is no friend of mine,
pale. Her lips compressed and her eyes fla shed. but I know she wouldn't say that about me bePoor as she was, she was a very proud l?'irl. cause it isn't like per to . do so. She is a lady'."
A girl friend was with her, and noticing it,
"'Well, just come out of the house," replied Nick,
their eyes met, and Freckles hissed out:
"and l?'ive me the stal?'l?'erer. You can't do it, and
"I hate him!"
don't try."
"You can't blame him, Maggie," said her friend.
Quick as a flash he stepped out of the door, and
"You snubbed him once publicly in such a way Nick followed him, and the next minute there was
that I guess he can't get over it."
a mix-up right in front of the door.
But all Maggie could do wa s to hiss between her
The house was almost emptied by those who
teeth:
wanted to see the fight.
"I hate him!"
Nick was almost a match for Andy, but he
During the evening he made himself extreme- finally got the worst of it and was forced to adly agreeable to several of the girls, dan ced with mit that he had lied to Andy.
·
l!everal of them, and pulled candy with several;
"I knew it well enough, because I know it would '
but not once did he permit him self t o come in choke you to tell the truth. Now, the next one of
-contact with Freckles.
you chaps who comes to ~e and says that FreckA very pretty little girl, about fifteen appealed les said this or that I'll smash him."
to him to help her pull her candy, a s she had been
Of course Freckles heard that, and she wanted
given ·a larger piece than she could handle.
to know what it was all about.
He took hold, and so long were his arms that
"Let somebody else tell you," said Andy, "for
he could pull it for her entirely; but when he ~ot I won't," and with that he turned and walked
it to working al] right, she took hold to help him, straight back to his home.
and a really jolly time did they have.
Some other boy, though, told the story, and •
Several times he told her the candy wasn't half Freckles soon learned the truth that Andy had
as sweet as she was, and that he would rather thrashed Nick for telling a -falsehood about her.
kiss her than to eat up all they pulled.
She burst into tears, and cried out:
"Oh, won't you boys let me alon e ? I never s11-id
He was really audacious in his compliments to
several of the girls, and the majority of them be- such a thing about And y in my life, and wouldi:i't
lieved that he was doing so just to spite F r eckles ; for mv r ight arm."
but scarcely a smile came to Freckles's face dur-- ·
H ad Andy been there at that time rllconcili~tion
might have l'esulted, but he was then several h·. mIng the entire evening.
The little girl fimtll y told him what she heard dred yar ds on his way back home; though he had
the teacher say about him; that he was the brav- left the mark s of h is fist behind him on both eye!!'
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ef Nick that remained there for nearly ten days.
Nick finally confessed that he was merely having fun with Andy, teasing him.
"Well," snapped Freckles, "you had some fun
witJl him, didn' t you? I hope you are satisfied
with it."
"Yes, I'm satisfied. I gave him as much a s he
gave me." ·
·
"I don't believe it. Your mother won't know
you to-morrow morning. Your eyes will be black.
I'm so1Ty he didn't smash your nose, for you are
always sticking it into other people's business."
Her prediction was right, for the next morning
Nick's eyes were in deep mournin~, and no one
was more surprised at it than he was himself,
for he hadn't believed that the blows he had received were sufficient to leave any impression;
eo when he looked at his face in a piece of mirror that was tacked on the wall of his room he
was as :mad as a hornet, and vowed that if Andy's
were not discolored that way, too, he would soon
make them so. So he went in search of Andy, determined to take another thrashing, if necessary,
to give Andy a black eye.
They were living out in what was known in
that section as the ? Backwoods." The little village where the schoolhouse was situated was
named Mohawk, and it constituted only about a
couple of hundred population, but the poor farmers were thick. There was not much wast~ land,
'out It was certainly very· poor land.
Nick found Andy at work in the field.
There were two other boys with him, who
wanted to see the fun.
.
"Lanky," he said, as he started toward him, " I
own you a pair of black eyes."
"That's all right, Nick," returned Andy. '.' Jus t
wait till I send you the bill in for them, and then
you can pay for them."
"Gosh-ding it!" retorted Nick. "I don't like to
owe a debt." With that he dashed at him, holding a stone in one hand, with which he intended
to hit him ii\,. the face while clinging to him, but
Andy was too sharp to be caught that way.
H e dodged by ducking his head, and butted h im
in the pit of the somach with such force as to
knock him completely out.
Then he jumped on him, and blackened his eyes
still farth er, and he cut his lips badly with a blow
from his fist against his front t eeth.
When Andy let him u p he left the fi eld in 'a
hurry, followed b~ the other boys, who were
laughing.
·
"Well, maybe they'll let me alone after a while,
but I wonder what Miss Mary thinks of my having to do so much of that kind of work. I don't
think she will think it the rocky road to fortune
by any means, but whenever they tackle me I'm
going to lick them if I can. And to think, too, it
is a ll about Freckles, whom I don 't 11\ve one bit."
A couple of days lat er the young t eacher came
around on a visiting tour, intending to take in
several families.
She stopped at tHe Wilmot home to chat a few
minutes with Lanky's mother.
Some of the children ran out in the field and
told Lanky that the teacher was in the house: so
he threw down his hoe and went to the house,
·prepared to smile his prettiest.
,,
He was barefooted, of course.
When she saw him she smiled, and asked:

"What are you doing, Andy-still working'?"
"Yes, teacher."
"Well, it seems to me the farmers are about
through with their work."
"Well, not me. I oan always find something to
do. I've taken to painting lately."
"Painting, eh? What have you been painting?"
He looked straight at her and asked:
"Have you seen Nick Porter lately?"
She looked at him inquiringly, and as his meaning flashed over her she laughed heartily, exclaiming:
"Well, Andy, if you can paint one's face so well
on such short practice you'll soon become a master of the art; but whether you'll ever make a fortune at it is the question."
·
"Well, I had to. do it. He came here after me,
and I'm such a good-natured slob that I thought
I'd do my best for him. Why didn't you come to
the party the other night?"
·
"I did intend to, Andy, but I nad a headache all
that evening. They tell me that you danced with
all the girls and had a good time."
"Well; I tried to be as pleasant as I could, but
I, was thinking, thinking, thinking, all the time."
"Well, let me tell you, Andy, that the man who
thinks accomplishes something after a while. No
man ever .becomes great unless he uses his brain.
It is the brain workers that make their marks in
the world and command fortunes. There are
thousands of men, too, who work hard all the time
with their hands, while their brains are asleep.
Of course, they remain poor all their lives. Think,
think, and think hard."
· ·
She talked to him with the privilege of a teacher, and the mother seemed highly pleased that
she took the trouble to do so, for h e was no longer
a pupil of hers.
·
On her way around visiting other families the
teacher met Freckles, and the girl was' tryin_g to
pass her without speaking, but Miss Wilson called
out to her:
"Maggie, Maggie, what are you.. trying to pass
me without speaking for? What harm have I
done you? What in the world is the matter with
you ?"
"Really, I don't know," was her reply. "People
are talking so much."
"Well, don't you pay any attention to what
gossips tell you, Maggie, or you will have a miserable life. Always think well of everybody, and
always be carefuly not to say anything to wound
anybody's feelings. I never uttered a word against
you in my life, and I don't believe you've said
anything about me. So why should either of us
be miserable about wl:iat the gossips say. They ·
have been running to you, saying things about
Andy, while I know, and yo u have heard, too, that
he has even fought in defen se of you. H e is still
your best friend, and yet you think he isn't; so if
you believe everything that gossips run and tell
y,qu you'll lead a miserable life, Maggie. Never
listen to talebearers. A talebearer who comes to
you with stories about other people will go to
them with stories about you, when probably there
is no . foundation for either. Come and see me,
now, Maggie, at my boarding-house. I may not
teach here next year, for I'm appl ying for an- ·
other oosition, in a county more than a hundred
and ,fifty miles from here." ·
_
(To be continued.)
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PLUCK AND LUCK

GOOD READING
FROGS LIVE FOR YEARS WALLED UP IN my by picking up a number of horseshoe~ and
' CEMENT
snapping them in two as easily as if they had been
Several green frogs, imprisoned in cemented pine sticks.
grayel, were set free when a road crew made a
cut in a coµntry road near Okanogan, Wash. They
THE NUMBER OF TH~ST ARS
were found firmly imbedded three feet below the
_s urface of the olcl highway. The frogs showed
When one looks up at the "star spangled" canconsiderable animation on being released, giving opy of blue on a 'ine evening, he unconsciously
no signs of the inconvenience caused by several thinks that the number of bright specks which
. years' imprisonement.
shine to such a fine advantage against their azure
Trevor Kincaid; professor of biology in the background are beyond computation.
University of Washington, declared the existence
Such, however, is not the case. Bring the eye
of frogs imprisoned in cement over a period of to bear upon a certain section of the sky, with
years quite possible.
some first magnitude star for a starting point,
'and see what an easy task it is to count all those
within a large circle.
You will not count more than half a thousand
THE FRUIT OF HONESTY
before you find out that you have covered a goodIt cannot be too often insisted that honesty and ly part of the visible firmament; in fact, there
integrity, coupled 'Yith hard work and perseve- are seldom more than six thousand stars visible
rance, will pay.
to the naked eye from any one point of observaA country editor retired on $50,000 and ex- tion.
plained his success as follows:
A rare atmosphere may add a thousand to this
"I attribute my ability to retire with a $50,000
but a slight haziness is more likely to rebank account, after spend-ing thirty years in the number,
duce the visible number to one-fifth or one-fourth.
newspaper field, to close ap-p)ication to duty, al- There are probably another two thousand
which
ways hewing to the mark and letting the chips are never visibl~
(those lying around the poles)
fall where they may, to the most rigid rules of which
gives us eight thousand in all that would
economy, never spending a cent foolishly, everbe visible to the naked eye.
lastingly keeping at my job with a whole heart, possibly
With an opera glass or cheap telescope the
and the death of an uncle who left me $49,999.50." number
may be increased to three hundred
thousand, while with a large sized instrument like
that of Lord Rosse or the one of the Lick ObserFEATS OF STRENGTH
vatory, seventy million of these worlds of greater
Milo, the famous athelete of a ncient Greece, or lesser magnitude may be quite readily counted.
The variance in the number to be seen with tht>
born 520 B. C., was victor at both the Olympic
and Pythian games for six times in succession. naked eye, the opera das sand the more perfect
On one occasion he ran four miles with an ox astronomical instruments arises from the fact
on his shoulders, killing the animal with a blow that some are larger, some are further away,
of his fist, and then ate the entire carcass in one while others yet are more brilliant than their fel
day. An ordinary meal for this gluttonous Titan lows.
was twenty pounds of bread, twice that much
There are only 'twenty of this entire lot known
a s stars of the first magnitude ; thirty-five are
meat, and fifteen pints of wine.
Perydamus of Thessalia, another old-time Sam- second magnitude stars. one hundred and forty
son, was almost the equal of Milo, both in pro~ig are third, thr~e hundred and twenty-seven are
ious feats of strength and enormous appetite. fourth, nine hundred and sixty of the fifth, four
One.day-so it is reco.rded-he. seized a bull by thousand four hundred of the sixth, and about
its hind feet. The enraged ammal finally man- fourteen thousand of the seventh magnitude.
aged to escape, but .is said to have left both hoofs
At present our sun with its train of planets _i s
rushing through space, the stars iiefore the train
in the athlete's hands.
Maxaminus, the giant Roman ·emperor, could making way, while those behind close up after
twist coins into corkscrews, powder hard rocks be- it has passed.
tween his fingers, and do other seeming impossible things. When angered he often broke the jaw
of a horse or the skull of an ox with his fi st . His
"Mo\ring Picture Stories"
wife's bracelet served him for a ring, and every
day he ate sixty pounds of meat and drank an A \Veekly Jllaga.zine Devoted to Phot oplays and Players
amphora of wine.
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the "hands" leaving such factories at ni~ht, thus
apparently casting suspicion upon the individual
so selected. By t his new invention all this is obviated, for the wor ker asked to adjourn to the
searching r oom is chosen by a machine.
The appar11tus consists of a container holdin~
a number of balls corres ponding to the number of
workers engaged in the factory. Some of the
-balls a r e made of a material conductive of electricity. As the workers pass to the exit they
press a button, when a ball is released and rolls
out of the container, and a white lamp glows for
a moment. In such case the worker passes on.
Should one of the conducting spheres roll out,
the elect ric cur rent turns on a red lamp, and that
means that the person so indicated is one of those
to be searched. As any g_uantity of either kind
of a ball can be placed in tlie machine beforehand,
the management can decide how many, or how
few,· workers a re to be indicated by the red lamp
and searched accordingly.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
TURKISH. FIRE FIGHTING
In Constantinople Turkish firemen respond to
an alarm of fire with a small pump attached to
a garden hose. The city's fire loss is so heavy
that the city virtually is rebuilt evecy fifty years.
And stran!fely enough, the most popular attract ion in the municipal museum is a modern fire
truck in bright r ed with br ass t rimmings, presented to the city before the World War by the
German Kaiser. The Turks wer e puzzled what to
do with it until some one suggested putting it in
t he museum.

LAUGHS
· Milit ary Instructor-What is meant by hereditacy enemies? Recru!t-Your relations.
" Does your husband g ive you a little surprise
now a nd t hen ?" " Oh, yes. He occa sionally comes
home sober."
Callow Youth-Bar ber, how long will I have to
wait for a shave? Barber (gla ncing a t him)Oh, about two years.

BABY COMES AS FREIGHT
"What are you doing in that cupboard, Bertie?"
Neatly t agged and t r aveling as freight, two- ·" H ush," said Bertie, digging a spoon into a jam
y ear-old Carl Andres Br umme a rrived a lone in pot, "I'm pretending to be a burglar."
H oboken on the Scandinavian-Amer :can liner
H elig Olav the other day. Flapping from his butBoss (to new boy) -You're the slowest we've
t onhole and seeming ver y much oversize was a ever had. Aren't you quick at anything ? Boyl abel rea ding: " I am a n American citizen. I Yes, sir; nobody can get t ired as quick as I can.
speak English. I am not lost , neither am I st rayi ng nor have I been kidnapped. I am going home
"What makes those pies look s·o thin ?" a sked
t o my father and mpther in t he U. S. A."
the r:ailroad restaurant manager. "Swattin' the
him
took
nd
a
pier
the
t
a
him
met
His parents
flies what light on 'em," replied the blonde girl att o his home at 2767 Morris avenue, t he Bronx. tendant .
WINTER DARKNESS IN SPITZBERGE N
The period of winter _darkness in Spit:i;bergen,
Northern Norway, begins on Oct. 26 and continues until Feb. 17. The Midnight Sun rises
above the horizon on -April 19 and sinks below on
Aug. 24. During the summer the temperature
varies from 37 degrees to 50 degrees F ., and in
winter it drops as low as --40 degrees; the mean
annual temperature is about 16 degrees F. Because of the dryness of the air the low temperatures do not cause the penetrating chill that they
would in more humid regions.

" So, doctor, you are still single. Ah, I fear
t hat you a re. somewhat of a woman hater." "Nay
madam ; it is t o avoid becoming one that I re~
main a bachelor."
Tom-ls it t rue that you proposed to Alice and
were rejected? Jack-Not exactly rejected-she
saiq when she felt like making a fool of herself
she'd let me know.

Her Father-You've been calling on my daughter for some time, young man. Why don't you
down to business? Suitor-Ver" well! How
ELECTRIC MACHINE FOR SEARCHING . come
much a r e you going to leave her ? ·
WORKERS
To avoid workers in factories which employ
" Want a j o"'b , eh ?" " Ye&, sir; I am looking for
in their products gold, silver or precious stones
suffering the indignity. of b~ing selec_ted for a place where there is plenty of work." "I am .
aearching, a clever Danis~ engmeer has mvented sorry, but there would not be enough work here
a special apparatus. Hitherto the custom has to keep you busy an hour a d1ty " "That's plenty
t.een t.o a"°p at .haphazard a certaii:i proportion ?f of work for me, sir."
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POINTS OF INTEREST
er b~asts of burden. The Germans are already .
BEES °IMPRISON FAMILY
-'The family of Mathias Poschinger, Loui sville, makmg great use of the camels in southwest AfKy:, were held virtual pris_oners all day in their rica. They are found to be very valuable for
home "l:)y bees, estimated to have numbered 60,000. making long journeys, as they are able to travel
The bees, vagrants from a nearby wootl, took pos- a whole week without water or food. In Austra- session of the Poschinger front porch. Every at- lia the camel is fast taking the ·place of bullocks
- tempt of the besieged family to gain freedom was for use in the barren interior regions. It is stated
promptly blocked by the insects.
\ that there are already opened"up and in regular
work in Australia five lines of camel traffic, and
that on these lines over 2,000 camels are in daily
IS.LAND OF ST. MARTIN
St. Martin is one of the West India I slands, use. Camels are found to be so useful that the
tl)e norther:Jl part belongiitg to the French, . and number employed will be increased as rapidly as
the souther.i. part to the Dutch. It lies mid- possible. With bullock teams only about ten miles
way between Anguilla and St; Bartholomew, a day can be made, but it is found that the camel
latitude 18 degrees 4 minutes, longitude 53 de- will travel eighty-four miles in eighteen hours,
grees 10 minutes west. Its area is about 30 carrying a load of 300 pounds. In the interior
square miles. The surface is hilly, well watered, of Australia are 1,000,000 square miles of almost
and in its southern part are some lagoons from unknown desert, and it is on the great -inland
which the Dutch obtain large quantities of salt. plains that it is intended to utilize the camel
Of the French portion >"bout one-third is under trains; as by their use the various cases of civilizacultivation. The chief products are rum and tion may be more directly connected than by the
sugar. Ma;:iy cattle are reared. The southern. old bullock routes. On the arid plains and among
or Dutch, part is less fertile and wooded; the the mud flats and brackish lakes the camel finds
principal products are sugar, rum and salt. The plenty of coarse grass and thorny shrubs on whicl~
French and Dutch made a settlement in this to subsist. It ·is claimed that work can be found
island in 1638, but they were expelled by the in Australia for 1,000,000 camels.
Spaniards, who themselves abandoned it in 1650.
The French and Du!ch subsequently resumed possession a;:id divided it between them. The popu. AN 'ODD KNIFE'S LONG TRIP.
lation of the northern, or French, division "is
about 1,500 and of the Dutch, or southern, part
To cleanse one of the lonv pipes that carri~&
about the same. Forty years ago t;he population crude oil from the wells of western Pennsylwas about double what it .is today.
vania to the refineries in Philadelphia, an odd
appearing instrument has just concluded its long
journey hither underground. As the oil flows
PAVING THE WORLD'S STREETS
The lake of asphalt in Trinidad has fallen only through these underground conduits, the paraffifteen feet since its discovery by early explorers. fine in the fluid is separated, and this residuum
despite the fact that approximately 4,000,000 incrusts the sides of the pipes and proves a seritons of road-making material have been removed, ous hindrance to the free pa_ssage of the current
says Popular Mechanics. It is estimated that 10,- of oil.
The device that is used to remedy this evil is a
00.0,000 tons of the mixture have been s:hur_ned
into asphalt by gases during. ;he 1ages in Pitch "knife about two feet in length, with a sha rp
Lake, which is known as Devils Caldro_n amo1:1g edge that is constructed exactly like the thread
the natives. . To transport the matenal, rails of a screw. Indeed, the knife itself resembles
mounted on ties have been extended over the a huge headless screw more than anything else ;
surface and cars are run out to the diggers, it is always slightly smaller in diameter than t he
who ne~er move the scene of operations, as each pipe it passes through.
When the thickness of the crust of paraffine
morning finds the holes left by the previous
day's activity filled up .. About e~ery three ct:a-ys , renders a cleansing necessary, this instrument Is
the pitch covers the railway, which slowly smks inserted in the first link of ·t he huge iron chain
into the ::.oft material and must be raised and far off in the oil fields. It receives its motive
-elaid . By means of this track, 100,000 tons of power from the stream of petroleum, which it
1
asphalt are withdTawn from the lake each year. accompanies all the way from Philadelphia. reThe entire deoosit covers an area of about 110 volvinli" rapidly as it hurries along, and sci:ao~
ing the channels clean from every particle of
acres, but its depth has never been measured.
paraffine.
·
'
CAMELS IN AUSTRALIA
It turns and twists and cleanses fa this manner ·
Although the camel proved unsatisfacto1·y for . throughout its whole long journey, finally droouse-as a beast of burden in the mining region s of ping f 1om the pipes in the midst of 1the va st
Nevada and Arizona, the animal is rapidly coming stream of petroleum that empties continuously
into favor and .,profitable u se in mining countries into the receiving tanks at Philadelphia. Its
in other parts of the world. It seems probable edges, to be sure, are duller than when it set
to the mining industry that in South Africa the out upon its expedition, but otherwise Its condicamel will take the p-lace of the horse for most tion is perfect. It is immediately shipped back
uses, as the camel is not injured by the insects to· the field s, when it is sharpened again, and 1aid
which" prove fatal to the horse and the bullock, away until future paraffine accumulations require
·-·
nor is it attacked by the diseases that destroy oth- once more· its valuable services.
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FROM ALL POINTS

THE .LIBERTY BOYS OF '76
Tales of the Revolution

DAY AND NIGHT POPULATIONS OF SAND We can still supply the· following numbers of
DUNES
the above ·Weekly:
~ust as cities have their hustling daytime 'IJOpuPrice
8 Cents Each
lat1ons and their night-life denizens made up of
quite separate classes of people, so the litffe 'Sa- 1212 The Liberty J-:oys ut Trinty Fire; or, Cavturing a
haras on American sand dunes )lave entirely difDangerous SJ>Y.
ferent day and night populations of insects, Prof. 1213 " Helping Washington; or, Great Work at Wblte
Marsb .
Royal N. Chapman of the University of Minne- 12H " touui;
Scout: 01, Fighting the Redcoat Raiden.
sota and some of his graduate students have dis- 1215 ° In li"rog Swamp; or, General Marion"• Dartns
Deed.
.
covered through a study Of small dunes in Minne'' on th~ Border; or, Exposed to Many Peril•.
sota. They found a night population consisting 1216
1217 " Nene; or, Not Atrald of the King's Minions.
almost entirely of one species of beetle, which . 12lli " Defiance; or, "Catl h and Hang "Cs If You Can."
burrowed deeply into the ground at the first 1219 " to the Rescue; or, A Host Within Themselves.
Escape; or, A Neck and Neck Race
streak of day and remained there until dark came 1220 " Narrow
with Death.
again. The daytime population was more varied. 1221 " Pluck; or, Undaunted by Odds.
Both night and day groups were largely governed 1222 " Peril; or, Threatened from All !!!Ides.
1223 " Luck; or, Fortune Favors the Brave.
in their movements by temperature.
1224 " Trnp and What They Caught In It.
1225 "
1226 "

COCAINE SUBSTITUTE USED AS ANESTHETIC
A new anesthetic, which ultimately may result in the abandonment of-cocaine fop this purpose, has been discovered by Dr. Schulemann, German scientist, it was announced by the American
Chemical Society.
·
The new compound, known a s tutokain, is said
to have been discovered among the intermediate
products in the manufacture of artificial rub1>er.
Unlike cocaine, it is non-poisonous in practical
use, it is said, and can be sterilized without decomposition.
"Cocaine," according to the society's report, "is
so much in demand in Germany to-day that because of its habit-forming properties attempts
are being made to discontinue its use and gradually forbid its manufacture and traffic."
,
Both in chemistry and pharmacy, it is said,
German scientists are endeavoring to substitute
synthetic chemicals for medicin.es obtained from
plants.
TO EXPLORE VIRGINIA CAVES
Headed by Dr. Chester A. Reeds of the Deoartrnent of Geology of the American Museum of
Natural History," a party of members of the Explorers' Club are .now on a trip to 'the Endless
Caverns in the Shenandoah Valley, near New
Market, Va.
The caverns were discovered in 1879. They
were partly explored, and one section was opened
to the public in 1920. They are believed to be
several million years old, and the object of the
present expedition is to visit the unexplored sections and locate the sources of the cave streams.
Besides Dr. Reeds , the party will include David
L. Brainard, Henry Collh1s Walsh, founder of the
Explorers' Club; H. D. Aifuton, the biir irame
photographer, who recently made the tri"p to
Porto Rico on the naval diriirible Los Anireles,
and Merle la Voy, known as an explorer of
Alaska and the Solomon Islands.
Dr. Reeds spent four days in the caverns last
January, and this time expects to penetrate beyond the one and a · half miles that already have
lllMen exolored.
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Puzzled; or, The Tories Clever Scheme.
Great Sttoke; or, Capturlnit a British Man-otWar.
Trapved: or, Tbe B"autvful~ Tor:r.
Big Mistake; or, Wbat Mlirbt Have Been.
Fine Work; or, Doing Things Up Brown
at Bay; or. The Closest Call of All.
On Their Mettle; or, Makins. It Warm tor tbe
Redcoats.
.
Double Victory; or, Downing tbe Redcoats and
Toi,:les.
Suspected ; or, Taken for British ~pies.
Clever Trick; or. Teaching the Redcoat11 a
Thing or Two.
Good Svy Work; or, With the Redcoat1 la
Phllo.delphla.
·
Battle Cry; or, With Washington at the
Brandywine.
Wild Ride; or. A Dash to Save a Fort.
In a Fix; or, Threatened by Red s o.nd Whites.
Hlg Contract; or, Holdlnll' Arnold Jn Check.
Shad owed: or, After Dick Slater for Revenge.
Signal; or, At the Clo.ng of the Bell.
Fake Surrender: or, The Ruse That Succeeded.
Plot; or. The Plan That Won .
Dar:r Work: or, Rlsklnr Life for Liberty'•
Cause.
Duped: or. The Friend Who Was An l!lnemy.
Flush Times: or, Revel1n11t In British Gold.
Prize and How The:r Won It.
Great Haul! or, Taking Everythlnll:' ln Sight.
ln a Snare; or. Almost Trapped.
BravP R<>scu e: or. In the Nick of Time.
Big Day: or, Doln11t Business by Wholesale
Net; or. Catchln11: the R edcoats and Tories.
'Vorried : or, The Dlsappearanc" of Dick Slater.
Iron Grlv; or. Squeezing the Redcoats .
Success; or, Doing What They Set Out to Do.
Setback ; or, Defeated But Not Disgraced.
·
ln Toryville; . or. Dick Slater's F elt rfUI Risk.
Aroused; or, Striking Strong Blows for Liberty.
Triumph: or, Beatln1t the Redcoats at' Their
Own Game.
Scare; or. A Miss as Good as a Mlle.
Danger : or, Foes On All SldPs ..
Flight: or, A Ve ry Narrow Escape.
Strntegy: or, Outgen eralln11: the Enemy.
Wnrm 'York; or, Showing the R edcoats How to
fight.
Push : or. Bound to Get There.
Desparate Charge; or. With " Mad An thon y" at
Stony ,Point.
Justice, and How They Dealt It Out.
Bombarded: or. A Very Warm Time.
Sealed Orders; or. Going It Blind.
Goin~ It H I ind : o r. -·en king Rig Ch ances.
Bra,•e Stand: or. $et Rack But Not Defeated.
Daring; or, Not Afraid of Anything.
Big Risk; or •. R ead y to Take
Chance.

1'••

Any of the above numbers will be malled to
postage free, upon receipt of. tbe price ln mone7,
postage &tamps.
HARRY E. WOLFF, PUBLISHER, INO.,
166 'Vest 23rd Street,
New York. N. Y.
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itude 18 degrees 4
trib ute samples to consumer. Wri t!' quick
minutes, 1 0 n g ifor te rrito ry . and 11articulars. Ame rica n
Prorlucts Co., 2471 America n B ldg., Clnciu l\IARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with t u de 53 degrees
""ti. 0 .
photos a n rl desc riptions tree. Pa v wh e n
married. '£he Exchange, Dept. 545. Kansas 10 minutes west.
ABSOLUTELY no competition selling Val City, Mo.
St-y le millinery. Ever y woman buys. You
Its area · is hilly,
m ake $25 to $150 a week. Writ.e f or SpePial
Ofl'e r a nd li1xclusive T e rrito ry. Val-Sty le Hat
llIARRY-- Wrlte for big new directory with well wat ered, and
Co ., A81. Val -Sty le Building, Cincinnati, 0 .
photo s and d escripti ons. Frei'. National
Agency, Dept. A, 4606, Sta. E.. Kansas i n i t s southern
City,
Mo.
.
part are some laHELP WANTED
DF.TECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHE RE.
goons from which
Work hom e or ~rav el , exp erien ce unnecesGF.T A SWEETHEART. Exchange letters. the Dutch obtain
sary. Write Geo'rge R . Wagner, former
Write me enclosin g stamp. Violet Rny ,
Govt. Detective, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
Dennison. Ohio.
I a r g e quantities
SIT,VERING Mirrors. Fren ch plate. Easily
o f salt. Of the
MARRY- L onely H ea r ts, join our club. we
learned; Immense proftts .. Plans tree. W ear
h ave a compan ion f or yo u , many worth F r e n c h portion
Mirror Works, Excelsior Sprlnl(s, Mo.
from $5.000 to $50 ,000. Descriptions. pho toA,
In t rodu c ti ons free. Send no m on ey. Stand - about one-third is
ard Cor. Club, Grayslake, Ill.
PERSONAL
under cultivation.
AHi•: YOU LONESOME ? Write Betty J,ee,
lHc .. Box 820 City Hall Station, Ne'v York
Thechief products
SW EETHEARTS for e verybody.
Stamped
City. Stamp appreciated.
envelopes for proposal.
The Lily Club, a re rum and
S t~ tlon H . Cleveland. Ohio.
H UN DREDS see k ing mar riage. It sincere
sugar. Many catpnc!ose stamp. Mrs. F . Wlllard, 2928
tle are r e a r e d.
Hroadway, Cliicago, Illinois.
1.0NELY-HEARTS=l-have-a-sw~
SONGWRITERS
· e-e""
th~e-a_r_t-for
The southern, or
you . Exchange le tters: make n ew fri ends.
SEND TODAY for h<ee copy Writer's DiF.ffirlent, co nfide ntial and ~lgaltled service.
gest; tells how to write an d se ll short Dutch, part is less
Membe rs everywh er e. Eva Moore, Box 908,
stories, photoplay s, poems, songs. Writer's fertile and woodJacksonville. Florida.
Digest, G-22, E . 12th St.. Cincinnati.
ed; the principal
OI' llAY nYllR Trea-t
malled oa trial. State which
p rod u c ts a re
7oa want. lfit: eurea Nnd Sl;
II cot, don' t. Write today.
sugar, rum a n d
,.._..,. K. SRRLl ~L !.'4.4 OMoA~ SIDNllY, 0..
salt. The French
Represent our btr factory 11'owlot
and Dutch made
IYl'l['O/Ha!l!'l':>U" beautttul Style·An::h ahoestowomen. Ne
expcrfenco 11..:ded. I show rou how. Fas·
a settlement i n
c.inatlo1r work, hlah. earnlaaJ.
Fine sclllnf
outfit. But ad: at once. Get fuli lnfonnatioa qulcll
t h i s island I n
from STYLl:•AftCH SHOa OOM ..ANY ,. D•p•rl·
1638, but they
menl 487
C::INCINNATlo OHIO.
were expelled by
the Span lards,
w )1 o themselves
ai:landoned i t i n
1650. The French
and Dutch subsequently resumed
possession and di- vided it between
Now Are Easily Removed at Home at a Small Cost!
them. The popu'Banish those unsightly blemishes easily and quickly Elegant for men after shaving. If you have
lation of the
by using ..CLEAR-TONE"-a simple home treat- Pimples, Blsclchead•, Acne Eruptions on the
northern division
ment that has cured chronic cases of long years f ace or body, Barbers lrch Eczema, Enlarged
1
i s a b o u t 1,500,
standing. Use like toilet water. Leaves the skin Pores, Olly or Shiny Sid-never mind how
clear, smooth and without a blemish. Has made bad- ,.CLEAR-TONE"hasbeen tried; testedand
th e south about
many friends with men, women and children. proven its merits in over 100,000 test caaea.
the same. Forty
Simply send name tajay f or FREE Booklet, "A CLEAR-TONE SKIN," t elling ho,.
years a g n t h e
cured myself a tter befog afflicted for 15 years. And I know every embarrassmen t
one hu to endure w ith a bad complexion. Sl,,000 COLD CASH SAYS I CAN
population was
CLEAR YOUR SKIN 01' THIE ASOVll BLllMISHllS.
abo ut double
E. S. GIVENS
188 Chemic.I Buildins
KANSAS CITY, MO.
what it is today.

ASTHMA

PIM PLE S
Blackhea ds-Acne Eruption s

FREE ! (

•

r

"What would I do if I lost my job?"
W
HAT would you do? What would your
wife and· children do?

3upposc your employer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any longer?
Have you any idea where you could get another position?
You wouldn't haYe to worry if you were
You wouldn't have to spend
a trained
your mornings reading the "Want Ads" and
then trudging from place to place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements, piling up bills,
finally willing ,;to do anything" if only you
could get on somebody's payroll.

man.

Don't have this spectre of unemployment
hanging over your head forever. Train yourself to do some one thing so well that your
services will be in demand. Employers don't
discharge such men. They promote them!
Decide: to·day that you arc going to get the specialized training you must have: if you are ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. It is easy
if you really try.
Right at home, in the odds and ends of spare time
that now go to waste, you can -prepare for the
position you want in the work you like best. For
the International Correspondence Schools will train

you just as they are training thousands of other
men--no matter where you live-no matter what
your circumstances.
At least find out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon printed below. There's no cost or
obligation, and it takes only a moment of your time,
but it may be the means of changing your whole life.

Mail the Coupon To-day/
.-.------------.-----INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Bex 4'89-D. 81ranton, Ptn11L

11
thew~ti~e:s: 1~r t~~ ::~1~~t c~;::: ~·~11chmi :~. ~::Ju:ii:'•

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
Sale•manshlp
I Advertletna
BulllneM
.J.fanagement.
Induatrial Management

I

Personnel Or«UlJution

Better Lettan

Show Card LetUrtq
Stenopavhy and T'YD...
Bu1tneu En8'11Bh
·
Civil Service
·
Railway Man Clerk
Common School SubJtctl
High School SubJectl
O CarlecinJllS
Illustrating
INDUSTRIAL COURSIE8

Trame Ma nagement
Bwdne1& Law
BankJng and Danklnc Law
Aceountaney(lncludlnsC.P .A. )
Nlchoh on Cos t Accwntin&

Bookkeeping
Private Secreta'1' ·

D Pronch
Spanish
TECHNICAL AND
E!ectrlcal E nglncerlna
Electric Lighting
Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical D raftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Rallroad P o1lt1ona
OH En1,'1ne Operat.lnl'
Ch'U En&lneer
Suneying and ·l favpinc
Metal1urn ·

I Steam Enrtueertna
Radio

IArchltecl

Arcbitecta' Blue Print.a
Contractor and Builder
Architectural Dra!tsmall
f:oncrete Bullder
Structural Engineer
Chem.111try D Phar~
, Automobile Work
Airplane En~1ne1
Nn igatlon
Agriculture and Poult.rt'
Mathe ma ti~•

Name .......... •••••••••••••··-.. ·-- -.... - .................
Street
Addreaa

u . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . , • •

3 · 4•34
.
...................:...····..-····-·-·. ········..····.. ·············.....................

City ... .............................................. J!t&te........................................_

Occupation ......... .... ... .. .............. ...... .

Per•om re•Wl,no 4n Canada •houl4 ..~~~d" thi~ ··~~·~;;~ · t~"ih~ ' J;;;;;;;:
iUotlGl Oorro..,olld....,. 80"'1011 0G""'"4n, Limite4, Monlr~ o...ta._

~ ·

OUR TEN-CENT H4ND BOOKS

PLUCK AND LUCK

"J.seful, Instructive, and Amusinit. They contain
Valuable Inform ation on Almost
Every Subject.

- - L ATEST TSllUll!:ll - 1364 The Phantom Fireman; or, The Myatery of Jlfarlt
·
Howland's Life.
1365 Ben Brevler; or, The Romance of a Yoong Printer
1366 '£he Signal Se rvice Roys; or, l<'lghtlng Above the
Clouds .
1367 '.!.' he R ed Prlnteer; or, The First to Float tha
_.,.,..Stars and· Stripes.
1368 The Iron Sflrlt: or, '£be Mysterv of the Plains.
136!) T1j!b~~~s o t he Sword; or, The Watchers from tba

•

N o. 26. HOW T O RO W, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.
-Fully Illustrated. ),' ull instructio ns are given In this
llttle book, together with Ins tructions on swJmmlng and
rldlng, companion sports to boating.
1370 T~o~ld~t Island; or, A Romnnce ot a Forgotten
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one is
desirous of knowing what bis future lite will bring
l3TI \\~ ~:~~tn'%~1t ot the Galtees; or, A Mystery ot
forth, wheth er happlnesa or misery, w ealth or poverty.
1372 '.!.'be Senator's Secretary; or, The Brightest Boy In
You can tell by n glance at this little book. Huy one
Washh:IJrtOn.
an<l be convinced.
1373 Whirlwind Jack;' or, Captain Beald's Boy MesNo. 29 HOW TO BECOMl': AN INVl':NTOR.-EverY
seneer
boy •hould know bow ln'l"entlons originated. This book
rn74 The Gypsy's Son: or. The Double Lire.
explains ttrem all, giving examples In elE'<'trlclty, hy1375 T11e Transient Island; or, Cast Away In thp South
<l rnullr•. mairnetlsm, optics, · pneumatics, mE'<'bnnlc1.
·
Sea.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.-One ot the most Instructive .
rn76 The Ro ys ot Black Bfty: or, The Young Lumber
hooks on cooklnir e\·er published . It contains recipes
King of the North Woods.
for cooking meats, llsb, game and oysters; also pies.
1~77 The Ro; Nlhlll•t; or, Young America In Russia.
pudding•, cake• and all kinds ot pastry, and a grnnd
collPctlon of recipes.
--...1378 LtCr~k~lck Golden; or, The Boy Mlners ot Placer
No. SS. HOW TO Bl':HA Vl':.-Contalnlng the rules
137!) Young Patrick Henry; or, The Triumphs ot a Boy
and ptfquette ot i:-ood society. nnd thP easiest an<l mo•t
Lawyer.
npprO'l"!'d metho<l• of appl'arlng to good ~dYnntage at
1380 King of thr Dlnmond: or, The Boy Cftptaln o! the
parties, balls, the theatre. cbutth, trnd In the drowStockings
Red
ln!!·room.
1381 The Smuggler's Secret: or. Hob of Barnegat
No, M. HOW TO PLAY GAl\fl!:S.-A complPtP 11n<l
the
for Liberty : or, The Boy Pntrlots
Fighting
138'2
nRPfnl llttle hook . contawlng the rules nnd rel'l'ulntlon•
Revolution .
of billiard•, bairntelle, bAck -gammon, croquet. donii1"
1383 Valentine Vox, Jr. ;or, From the Street to tbe
Ptl'
Stage.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLYl': CONUNDRUlllS.-Cont11.lnJ:IR-1 .Tnrk Gentlemnn: or, TurnPrl Out of School.
lng •II the \pad\nJ? cooun<lrums of the dny, amusing rldJ:\S.'\ '.!.'he Chosen Six: or, The Bo,. !'ltnde nt Nlhlll•t.
dlP•, c urious r•trhe• and witty Rnylnl'l'S.
1:{~R 'rhe Rov Cont ra ctor: or, How HP Built n Rallro n<l.
40. HOW TO llfAKE AND Sl':T TRAPS.-TnNo
1387 "Young Tbomas-T": or, The Fortunes of a Hell
clu<llni:- hint• on how to catch mol es, wensPls, otter, rnts,
Boy .
m,~!~;~i~dn. nd birds. Also how to e ure s kins. Coplou•l)·
1388 From Printe r to President: or, Th e Boyhood ot a
Statesman.
Great
Nn. 41. THE BOYS OF Nl':W YORK l':ND llll':N'"
l 38ll .lnck, Jerry and Joe: or, Three Boy Hun ters In the
.JOK l':BOOK.-ContAlnlnir " greet v:trlPty ot tbp JntP <I
Arllrondncks.
·
nmntpur
No
men.
Pnd
jokps uRPrl by thP mo•t famous
13!10 Washington No. 1: or. The Fire Hoy" o! Gravdon.
mlr1•trel• ls complete without tbl• wonderful llttlP hook.
13\\1 Thnt Boy Bob: or. The Diamon d 'l'hat Came by
THl': ROYS OF NEW "\'ORK ST{Tllfp.
No. 42.
Express.
!<PEAKER.-Contnl nlng n varied assortmPnt of •t11mp
13!12 'l'he Gun R ont Roys: or. Runnln!! the Rattcrles ot
JokP•
men'•
end
Also
•reeches. Negro, Dutch a·nd Irish .
1
.T11•t tbP tlllnl? f or home amus!'mrnt nnd amateur •how ~:
1 :~!l~ A ~ {',k~·~~r~ixtPPn: or The ·Roy Actor'• Trlumnh.
No. 45. 'l'HE ROYS OF Nl':W YORK llHN!'T~F.~ .
1304 W earing His f'olors: o r , The Captnln of the Adonis
OUTDE AND lOK1': l!OK.-!'lomf'thlni:- nf'w nnd VPrV
Foothall T eom.
ln•trnctlve.. F.Yny hoy s hould ohtnln thi s hook, "" it
13fl5 In Peril of Pontiac: or. The Boys or the Fron tin
conte ln • full ln •tructlo n s for organizing an omnteur
Fort.
min~tr P l tro11pP.
l3!lG Dick Dudley' s DlmP : nnd . How Tt Made Bis ForNo. 46. ROW TO MAKE AND USE ET,EC'TRICTTY
tunP .
-A dPscrlption of th e wondprfnl use• of elpctrlcltv anci
1307 Out With a School Ship: or, From Apprent+<-e to
electro mairnrtlsm: togPther '"Ith full ln•tructloris tor
Admiral.
making F,Jprtl'ic Toys, Rntte rics, f'tc. Ry GPorl'l'e Tre bel.
13!18 W' r><hing ton'• Rlnrk ('hnrl'l'Prs: or. Th P Bo:v• Who
A. 1\L, l\I. n. Contalninl'l' over llft)· lllu s trntlon•.
tor T,lherty
Fonl?ht
No. 48. HOW TO BUTJ, D AND SAIJ, CANOES.-A
1 ~9!l Th '" R Pn<lv R f"rl R: or. Tho 'FirP 'Rn " c:: of 'Fnirfnx.
bandy book fo r boys, contn lnln ir full dlrl'ctlons tor con"'· ThP T.,1ck of A "Poor Roy.
Tof"':
~'nlkin!!
1400
structing cnnoe• nnrl th e most popular manner ot sail1401 Alwnys on Time: or, TbP Triumphs of a R"Y En·
lnl? them. Fully lllustrated.
ginPf'r.
No. 49. HO'V TO DEBATl':.-Glvlng rule• for con1402 Hnl Horton's <1rit · or. A Roy From thf' Conntrv.
ducting dPhntPR , outlines for debates, Questions tor di s1403 In Ebony Lnnd: or. A Yankee Boy In Ab yssinia.
cuss ion nnd tl1e he•t sources ! or proc uring lnrormntion
1404 1-lnl How!'. the BoY R<>portPr: or. A Shari> Luci's
on tl1p Que•tlon give n.
'Vork fnr n f1rpnt NpwsnRp Pr .
No. 50. HOW. TO !'TUFF RIRDS AND ANillIALS
].!o:; J.ittlr Rufl'alo Rill. The Roy Sco ut ot the Ri o Del
-A valuable Look, l'l'lvlng in structions In collecting, p.re:
NortP.
pnring, mounting snd preserYing birds, an lm nls and In1406 ' rh<> School nt Rurr Knob : or. '.I'he Trinls of a Boy
sects.
'l'f"flChf"'r.
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS .-Con1407 Chll-rl ey Harne~· Bank: or, How a Pf'nn y Mnde a
talnini:- explanations of'"the gl'nernl principles of sleight ·
FortnnP.
of -hand applicable to card tri cks; or card trkks with
1408 Gallant Jnck, '!.'he Nnval Schoolboy; or, Appointed
ordlnRry cards, and ;not r equiring s leight-of-hand· o!
Hy the Prl'sidPnt.
tricks l1wolving s leight-of-hand, or the use of specially
H09 The T,ittlc Bos•: o r . Th e Boy Who Owned the
·
prepared cards. Illustrated.
]\[Ill.
No. 52. HOW TO. PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
1410 Count ('hnrlle: or, The Most Unpop ula r Boy
handy little book, giving th e rules nnd full direction•
In Town.
for playlni:- FJuchre. Crlhhagp, Casino . Forty-Five.
1411 Jnck -o!-All-T r ndes: o r. Around the World on His
R ou n ce. P•<lro Sancl& Draw PokPr, Auction Pitch, All
Wits.
Fm1rs. nn'1 mnn _Y ot1f."... r pnpulnr gam Ps of cnrds.
H12 The Bullet ('harmer. A Story of th e Al'(lerican
JfOW TO KF.F.P ANn )(A'.'\'AOl': J>ET8.Nn. M
Rp,·o lntlon .
Gl>lng 1·011,pletP lnfo rm n thn . ns t o thP mnnucr and meth·
1413 Fast Mail Fred: or The Smartest F.nginPer On
od of r al• !nir. kel'ping, taming, hrPr<llng nn<l managing
The Ron<l.
~11 kln<l s or pets: nl•o l'l'lvlnl'l' full Instruction• tor mak]414 A "'"" '•hoy Hero: or. 1' he Lad "'h o Wou Success.
ing cnires, etc. Fully explnlnP<l by twe nty- eight lllusRRnkPr: or. From a Cent To a llfilllo n.
Hoy
1415 '!.'h e
trntlons.
For &ale by all r.~w•d~alers, nr wilt be sent to a n;r
l'or 1al' by all newadealere, or ,.Ill be MDt to anr
adclres8 on rttf'lpt of price, Sc. per copy, In mone:f' •
11ddreu on r~lpt of price, tOc. per cop 7 ,
In mone7 or atamp•. b :r
por;tage atti mps.
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